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A B S T R A C T

The research presented is part of a project called “Augmented Reality
for 3D Multi-user Interaction,” or ARMI for short. The goal of project
ARMI is to develop a system that allows multiple users to interact
with an augmented reality using their hands as input. Interaction is
performed without making any use of a mouse or keyboard. Also, no
markers or gloves will be attached to the hands. The augmented reality
is shared across the Internet so that multiple users can interact with
the same environment. This allows both users to discuss and change a
design of a building, for instance. The hands of the users are replicated
and displayed as virtual models so that each user knows what the other
one is pointing at. The augmented reality is displayed by making use
of a head mounted display.

A total of four different areas are researched for project ARMI. These
are: the 3D interface to display the interactions and the augmented
reality, the replication algorithm to communicate the changes made
to the environment, a hand tracking algorithm that tracks the user’s
hands in the video feed, a hand pose estimation (HPE) algorithm to
determine the correct pose and position of the hand. The HPE algorithm
is described in this thesis. To make sure there is enough processing
power available, the HPE algorithm is run on the GPU. To make optimal
use, the best way to perform calculations on the GPU is researched.
Afterwards, the 3D hand model is made which will be used to match
the model onto the real hand in the video feed. The total degrees of
freedom (DOF) of a hand can be minimized to nine DOFs and five
weak constraints. Also, the movement of the fingers is constrained so
the hand model can also incorporate these constraints to decrease the
total search space which in turn improves performance.

The HPE algorithm receives the input from the hand tracker which
marks each pixel that is part of the hand. The image is fed through a
Sobel operator to retrieve all relevant edge information. Now, a search
algorithm adjusts the hand model so that it matches the real hand
in the video feed. This is done by subtracting the edges of the 3D
model from the edges of the video feed. To determine whether certain
settings result in a good fit, all the pixel information that is left after
subtraction is summed together. This results in a value which describes
the error of a particular setting. The search space, which contains all
the settings, is searched through by an optimization algorithm to find
the best fit as fast as possible. Three different optimization algorithms
are evaluated: Secant method, Nelder-Mead, and Simulated Annealing.
Each algorithm is tested to see if they are able to track a ball, an oblong,
and a hand. The Simulated Annealing method gave the best results
when compared to the other two methods.

The final implementation of the system is able to successfully track the
hand in the video feed. However, it is not able to accurately determine
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the complete pose of the hand. Also, it is not able to perform the esti-
mation process in real-time which makes it hard to use for augmented
reality. Many improvements can be made however. The input, speed,
and estimation process can all be optimized. All in all, the research
shows promise and has many possible applications.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

This introduction chapter will explain the goal of this master thesis. It
will discuss the current state of research surrounding this master thesis.
Afterwards, a problem statement will be given, to see what kind of
problems have to be solved. Finally, an overview of the entire thesis
will be given.

Before explaining what the goal of this master thesis is, a short expla-
nation of Augmented Reality (AR) will be given first.

1.1 augmented reality

AR describes a technique that involves placing virtual objects on top
of the real physical world. In other words, reality is augmented with
virtual objects, they become part of reality. These virtual objects can for
instance be used to display information about real physical objects. AR
can be used in many different ways. One of the most familiar is AR
on TV. For instance, the yellow “first down” line in American football
is shown using AR, as can be seen in Figure 1a. Another example
of AR is a special version of the first person shooter Quake called
ARQuake. A team at the university of South Australia, initially lead by
professor Bruce Thomas, adapted Quake to work with the latest mobile
AR technology. A screenshot of what ARQuake looks like is shown in
Figure 1b.

(a) The yellow “first down” line (source:
HowStuffWorks [19]).

(b) ARQuake (source: ARQuake Project
[12]).

Figure 1: Several AR examples, showing the “first down” line in American
football and ARQuake.

1
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2 introduction

Since AR applications can be found in many different forms, it is helpful
to have a clear definition of AR. It is defined by Azuma to have three
different characteristics [6]. Augmented reality:

1. combines real and virtual;

2. is interactive in real time;

3. is registered in 3-D.

Depending on the application, AR might need different hardware, but
two things remain the same for all AR applications. First, the application
needs accurate localization. This can, for instance, be provided by a
GPS combined with an electronic compass [12]. Another method is to
visually inspect the target at which AR needs to be shown with the use
of a webcam. The location and orientation is used to correctly place
the virtual object in the physical world. And secondly, the application
needs some kind of way to show the virtual objects. This can be done
through the use of a head-mounted display (HMD) or a regular screen
from a TV or mobile phone. For more details about the problems and
applications of AR, see the extensive survey of Azuma [6].

1.2 goal master thesis

Recent developments concerning hardware and research in the field of
Augmented Reality have made it possible to build usable AR applica-
tions. One thing that remains a problem is the interaction with an AR
environment. To interact with a 3D virtual world is completely different
from what we are used to when compared to normal 2D computer in-
teraction. However, in the normal world people perform 3D interactions
on a daily basis, using our hands instead of devices like a keyboard or
a mouse. In order to provide the most intuitive 3D interaction for AR,
our hands would be the best option available without making use of
extra gear. However, in order to make complete use of the human hand,
tracking and complete pose estimation in an unrestricted environment
would be required, which still remains a problem to date. Data gloves
offer a way of tracking a hand, but they are costly and difficult to con-
figure [14]. They also do not offer an unrestricted way to interact with
a virtual environment since the user would need to wear the gloves.

This master thesis focuses on an incremental approach to hand pose
estimation (HPE) using the GPU to provide an AR-environment with an
input “device”. HPE is a name for algorithms that can estimate where
the human hand is positioned and how it is oriented. HPE algorithms
also provide information on the angles of all or some fingers. Without
reduction, a complete human hand has 23 degrees of freedom (DOFs):
four for every finger, five for the thumb, and two more for the bones that
connect the little and ring finger with the wrist (see Figure 7 for details)
[47]. Another six DOFs would be needed to describe the pitch, yaw,
and roll parameters as well as the x, y, and z coordinates of the hand.
This makes a total of 29 DOFs that need to be determined real-time if
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1.3 state of the art 3

used for AR applications. The final goal of this thesis is to develop and
test a 3D interaction “device” using HPE.

1.3 state of the art

In current research, hand pose estimation can be found using several
different algorithms and hardware [14]. The most reliable hardware
and also the most reliable method at the moment is by making use of a
data glove [14]. A data glove is a glove with sensors on it to measure the
angles of the joints of the fingers, sometimes accompanied by magnetic
sensors to provide tactile response in virtual environments. These data
gloves are quite expensive, at the time of writing, ranging from $3600

(X-IST Data Glove HR1, 15 DOF glove) up to $5495 (5DT Glove 14

ultra, 14 DOF), and they are not easy to set up [14]. A different strategy
is by using vision-based techniques which have the possibility to be
very cheap. Vision-based techniques make use of infrared or normal
cameras to register the hands of the user [33, 39]. The vision-based HPE
approach can be subdivided into two areas [27]. The first area requires
the user to wear a glove with distinct markers or colors. These distinct
features provide the algorithms with easier detection and estimation.
One particular research performs updates of the hand pose at 10 Hz
with a color glove [53]. The second area is where the user does not have
to wear anything special and the user can just use his or her hands.
The second area of research can again be subdivided into two areas:
model-based and appearance-based approaches [31].

Model-based approaches use a 3D model to compare the image features
of the 3D hand model and the hand images retrieved from the camera(s).
The state of the 3D model that best fits onto the image is assumed to
be the correct state of the hand [29]. Several techniques are available
to solve the problem using a model-based approach. For instance, a
database-approach has been proposed by Zhou and Huang [55], and
Athitsos and Sclaroff [5]. The database is used to search through the
possible states and calculate the error between the observed image and
the possible states. Since not every pose can be stored, the usual result
of this technique is that there will always be a relatively large error.
More samples would be required to decrease this error, however this
would mean that it would take even longer to search through the entire
database. To solve this problem, Lin, Wu, and Huang proposed to use
a database with training examples to provide a rough estimate of the
hand pose [29]. After this a particle filter uses this rough estimate to
further increase the accuracy of the pose estimation. Particle filters
use the current state and a probability distribution to predict what the
next state will be. During the next state, the predicted state and the
estimated state are compared and the error between them is reduced
in order to provide a better prediction next time. They have been used
extensively in many different forms [7, 8, 20, 24, 44, 45].

The second and last area, appearance-based approaches, attempt to
provide pose estimation directly from image features. Nonlinear map-
pings are learned from a large number of training images [29]. Lin, Wu,
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4 introduction

and Huang determined that it is possible to provide quick estimates of
the hand pose once the mapping is learned. However, it is difficult to
determine the optimal structure of the mapping function [29]. Various
types of data gloves are used to gather the training data, like the Cy-
berGlove. Rosales et al. use this data to render 3D models of the hand
[41]. From these rendered models, the image features are learned. The
image features are extracted from the video feed by performing hand
segmentation using the color of the skin.

The performance of each proposed HPE algorithm differs quite sub-
stantially. Early algorithms needed up to 80 minutes to process each
frame [25]. Other algorithms are able to perform at a rate of 30 frames
per second [4, 22, 48]. Each of them also have varying abilities. Some
are able to determine all DOFs while others are only able to point out
which finger the index finger is [32]. An interesting note is that almost
all of them are implemented on the CPU. Only on a rare occasion the
GPU is used [42].

One of the problems regarding model-based approaches is that the 3D
model should closely fit the user’s hand in order for the algorithm to
provide a good estimate of the hand pose. Given a well-initialized 3D
model, the technique can provide accurate results [29]. A drawback
from this technique is that the search is done in a very high-dimensional
space (29 DOFs), which results in high computational complexity. How-
ever, previous work by Chua et al. has shown that the hand motion
is highly constrained [11]. The research, using a 27 DOF hand model
instead of 29, was able to bring the 27 DOFs down to 12 DOFs without
any significant loss of accuracy.

Appearance-based approaches have the disadvantage that they require
an initial calibration phase. This calibration phase requires expert knowl-
edge in some cases, as in the research of Heap and Hogg [18]. This is
not something that a user would be able to do, nor should he or she
need to. Other research requires a data glove for calibration [41]. This
would make such a system unnecessarily expensive. Closely related
to the calibration problem, is that most systems assume that only one
user will use the system. This means that it cannot be used as a generic
input device. Another problem is that some techniques do not offer
real-time performance. For a technique to be remotely usable, it would
have to at least be able to run in real-time.
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1.4 project armi 5

In short, a perfect HPE technique that provides a generic input device
is able to:

• provide real-time estimation;

• be usable by different users;

• provide brief automatic calibration, if calibration is required;

• provide information about all 29 DOFs of the hand;

• be constructible with cheap COTS hardware;

• provide estimation without making use of extra hardware.

None of the research reviewed is able to fulfill all of these requirements.
Therefore research has to be performed to improve on existing tech-
niques or create new techniques to provide a generic input device for
an AR user.

1.4 project armi

The research performed in this master thesis is part of a project called
ARMI. ARMI, which stands for “Augmented Reality for Multiuser 3D
Interaction,” is a project that has the final goal to develop an affordable
AR application. In this application it is possible for multiple users to
interact with virtual objects in a shared virtual environment. The users
each have their own table with the necessary equipment. Users can
connect to other users through a network like the Internet so that they
can share their virtual environment. Apart from being able to see the
shared environment, users can also simultaneously interact with this
shared environment. Each user can see the other users’ hands so that
other people in the same shared environment know where he or she
is pointing at or what he or she is doing. The virtual environment is
augmented onto a table and can contain 3D models of any shape, as
long as they do not exceed the physical size of the table. An example
of a possible use for this environment might be an architect, virtually
meeting with a customer and discuss a design of a house or a building.
Both can see each others hands in the virtual world so both can see
what the other is talking about. The architect or customer can move,
scale, and rotate virtual objects using their hands. No extra mouse or
keyboard is needed to interact with the system.

As explained in Section 1.1, AR needs at least two things: localization
information and a way of showing the virtual objects. To show the
virtual objects, the user wears an HMD. A webcam is attached to the
HMD to supply the HMD-display with a video-stream of the real world.
The webcam records at 30 frames per second with a resolution of 640

by 480 pixels. Both the camera and the HMD can be seen in Figures 2a
and 2b. The video-stream can now be augmented with virtual objects.
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6 introduction

(a) HMD - side view. (b) HMD - front view.

Figure 2: The SPC1000NC webcam from Philips mounted on top of the iWear
VR920 HMD from Vuzix (source: master thesis Lenting [26]).

To correctly place the virtual objects, localization information is needed.
The localization information is provided by a software system called
ARToolkit, which makes use of markers or tags. This tag recognition
software is used to detect the tag in the video-feed, sent from the
webcam mounted on the HMD. An example of such a tag is shown
in Figure 3a, in the middle of the table. With ARToolKit it becomes
possible to detect such a tag in the video-feed and estimate its position
and orientation. This can then be used to augment the video-feed with
virtual objects, as can be seen in Figure 3b where a teapot is drawn on
top of the tag. The video-feed received from the webcam is augmented
with the virtual objects and sent to the HMD to complete the AR
environment.

(a) The tag used for tag-recognition. (b) A virtual teapot is displayed on top of
the tag.

Figure 3: An AR example, using ARToolKit to detect the tag and display virtual
objects (source: master thesis Lenting [26]).

Multiple fixed tags will be used to position the AR environment on
top of a table. The reason that multiple tags are used, is because that
when a tag is occluded by something, the system is unable to retrieve
localization information from that particular tag. If there are multiple
tags and one is occluded by an object, the system can still use the
localization information retrieved from the other tags.
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1.4 project armi 7

Project ARMI is divided up into four different parts:

• A 3D interface to supply the user with an understandable envi-
ronment in which interaction is obvious and easy.

• A replication-algorithm to communicate actions and transfer ob-
jects between each system that is connected to the virtual environ-
ment.

• A hand tracking algorithm to track the hands of the user in the
video feed of the camera.

• An HPE algorithm to determine the exact angles and position of
the hands of the user.

The development, implementation, and testing of the HPE algorithm is
described in this master thesis. The other project members are:

• Pieter Bruining - 3D interface development [10];

• Heino Lenting - Replication-algorithm [26];

• Maarten Fremouw - Hand tracking algorithm [15].

The result of all of these sub-projects will come together in one final
application.

Camera 1 Camera 2

Tag

Network

3D ObjectAR Glasses

Figure 4: The setup for ARMI, shown with one tag here. (author: R. Boer).

The final setup of project ARMI would look like the illustration shown
in Figure 4.
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8 introduction

1.5 problem statement

One of the first problems that need to be solved, is the development of
a real-time pose estimation algorithm. The HPE algorithm should be
able to deliver the system with a reasonable accurate pose estimation
that can be used for interaction in AR. The real-time aspect of the
system is quite important, since a system that lags or stutters is not
usable. Second, automatic calibration should be possible, in one form
or another. All this should be possible, ideally, without having to resort
to markers on the hand or other hardware. This is to be as unrestricted
and user-friendly as possible.

1.6 overview thesis

The thesis is divided into different chapters that each describe a partic-
ular area. Each area describes problems and details which finally leads
to a complete implementation of the hand pose estimation algorithm.

Chapter 2 starts out discussing the requirements of the system. It
continues with a general description how computations are done on
the GPU. The 3D hand model and the hand tracker are also introduced,
as well as an edge enhancement filter to filter the relevant areas for the
search algorithms. Finally, in Chapter 2, the theoretical details of the
search algorithms are explained.

Chapter 3 gives a general system overview of how the hand pose
estimation algorithm works. Each step of the system is then explained
in detail. The hand tracker implementation is discussed as well as
a description on how the search algorithms are implemented, along
with their specific implementation problems. Afterwards, the GPGPU
techniques are introduced to make efficient use of the GPU. Finally, the
error functions are described and a final implementation overview is
given which shows each component and how it interacts with the rest
of the system.

The tests that are done to see whether the algorithm works as it should
is described in Chapter 4, along with their results. The conclusion of the
thesis is described in Chapter 5 and future improvements are discussed
in Chapter 6.
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2
E S T I M AT I N G T H E H A N D P O S E

The goal of this chapter is to show how the complete HPE algorithm
works. It discusses what kind of choices have been made, as well as the
motivations behind those choices. It also shows several problems that
have occurred during the process of creating a workable solution.

2.1 requirements

When the project started, several requirements were set as to how the
3D interaction should be performed:

• It should not be needed to wear anything except an HMD. So no
gloves or markers should be used.

• The system should be usable within minutes for any user. No
gathering of training data with extra equipment or hours of
training and testing should be done.

• It should be real-time. Real-time in this case means that the algo-
rithm should be able to perform updates on the hand at a rate of
15 frames per second.

Another implicit requirement was that the system should not be expen-
sive. Equipment like a LIDAR (the laser equivalent of the RADAR) or
structured light scanners would be too expensive. So different cheap
COTS hardware should be used.

2.2 analyzing requirements

During the research of current HPE algorithms, it became clear that
there were only two categories that would match the requirements set
beforehand. Non-computer vision solutions, for instance data-gloves,
would be too expensive. Model-based or appearance-based algorithms
were the only remaining choices. Since appearance-based algorithms
need a lot of time training and testing its data and offer no general
solution for every user, this was also quickly ruled out. A model-based
algorithm looked like a possible solution to perform the estimation.
Also because the 3D hand model needs to be created anyway, since the
video feed is augmented with the 3D hand model for visual feedback.

9
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10 estimating the hand pose

A model-based solution tries to match a 3D model of the hand of
the user to the actual hand of the user in the video-feed. For this to
work, it requires a number of things. First, it needs to know where
the hand is located inside the video-feed. This is done using a hand
tracking algorithm. It also requires a model of the hand that is a close
or perfect match of the hand of the user. Obviously, a better model
will provide more accurate results. And finally, it requires a method of
matching the 3D hand model against the hand seen in the video-feed.
The beauty of this method is that it does not need to know which finger
is where in the image. It just assumes that the pose that has the smallest
error, represents the best possible fit, without having to know where
each finger is. The focus of this master thesis is not the hand tracking
algorithm, but it instead focuses on the hand model and the matching
of this model against the hand in the video-feed. The hand tracking
algorithm will be developed by Maarten Fremouw, as a different part
of project ARMI [15].

Since a model-based algorithm requires a lot of image processing, it
became clear that a normal CPU might not be enough to satisfy the real-
time requirement. A GPU on the other hand is built for real-time image
processing and should be able to handle the job. The difference between
a GPU and a CPU is that a GPU performs calculations on pixels and
vertexes in parallel, whereas a CPU performs calculations on floats
and integers in sequence. CPUs nowadays do have some parallelism
in the form of multiple cores and SSE instructions, but the GPU has
much more raw processing power at the time of writing. Currently
the CPU with the most processing power, the Intel Xeon W5590, has
53.28 gigaFLOPS of computing power [50]. One of the fastest GPUs
at the moment, the AMD HD5870, can achieve up to 544 gigaFLOPS
on double precision floats [51]. However, not all calculations can use
the full potential of a GPU. As mentioned in the research performed
by Trancoso and Charalambous, a GPU works at its best when several
conditions are met [49]. These conditions are:

1. Format the input into two-dimensional arrays;

2. process large data arrays in every pass;

3. perform a considerable amount of simple operations per data
element.

Since the GPU is specialized at performing calculations on images or
textures, the input data should consist of two-dimensional arrays. This
first condition is easily met since the HPE algorithm mostly processes
rendered images which are in essence two-dimensional arrays of data.
The last two conditions have to do with the overhead that is involved
when performing calculations on the GPU. The HPE algorithm should
perform as many calculations on as much data as possible for every
pass.

Apart from the previously mentioned three conditions, another condi-
tion was set by Trancoso and Charalambous. Since the calculations of
the GPU reside in the GPU memory, it has to be read back to the CPU
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memory when the program wants to do something with it. Trancoso
and Charalambous observed that sometimes this single action of read-
ing the data back into CPU memory, would consume up to 50% of the
entire processing time. Why this happens has two reasons. First being
the bandwidth between the GPU and CPU. At the time of writing, one
of the fastest graphics card, the AMD HD5870, has an internal memory
bandwidth of 153.6 GB/s [51]. The PCIe 2.0 x16 interface, that is used
to transfer data between the GPU and CPU, only has a maximum band-
width of 8 GB/s [43]. To keep maximum performance a program would
want to keep the data sent back and forth between the GPU and CPU
at a minimum. The second reason why reading takes up so much time
has to do with buffers inside the GPU. When the CPU asks the GPU for
data, the GPU has to finish processing all its commands present in the
buffers. During this time, the CPU waits for the GPU to finish. When
the GPU is finished it stalls while waiting for new commands from
the CPU. Obviously, during the time that either the CPU or GPU waits
for the other, no calculations can be performed. So to make maximum
use of the GPU, the algorithm would need to keep the GPU busy at all
times, while reading back as little as possible.

The last condition is that a GPU cannot efficiently handle if-statements
in its code, also known as branching. One of the earliest GPUs that
supported the so called shader programs were very basic. Support for
branching was added in a later stage and even then the execution was
very crude. It simply evaluated all branches and then finally the correct
branch was returned and the rest was thrown away. This technique
is called “branch predication” and has the disadvantage that many
execution cycles are lost because pieces of code are executed which
are not necessary to determine the final result. GPUs now have better
support for branching with the introduction of a technique called “dy-
namic branching.” Dynamic branching resembles how a CPU handles
branches in that it tries to only evaluate the necessary branches instead
of all of them. It tries, since there are certain conditions where it is
still needed to evaluate all branches. If possible, branching should be
avoided since it usually comes with a performance penalty. For more
details regarding GPU programming, see the survey of Owens et al.
[37].

To keep the system as inexpensive as possible, regular webcams are
used. However, these have a disadvantage that their reaction-time is
slow compared to professional video-cameras. This makes the image
very blurry when objects are moving rapidly. As explained in Section
1.4, the webcam is mounted on top of the user’s head. This would
make the image very blurry when the user moves his or her head and
hands at the same time. This would greatly diminish the performance
of algorithms that are used to retrieve the location of the hand. So
instead, two additional webcams (namely the Logitech S7500) are used
to supply visual information on the hand. They will be mounted onto
a table and set at an angle from each other. Giving it a wide baseline to
provide better stereo images.

Since a model-based algorithm tries to match the 3D model with the
hand in the video-feed, it is necessary to know where the cameras
are located. This location can then be used to set the virtual cameras
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12 estimating the hand pose

exactly the way the real cameras are set, so that a proper comparison
can be made. The tag recognition software ARToolKit is used to supply
the orientation and location of each of the cameras in the form of an
OpenGL model-view matrix. This model-view matrix describes how
the tag is positioned as seen from the camera. This model-view matrix
can then be loaded before positioning the virtual hand. This will give it
the same perspective as the real camera.

2.3 the 3d hand model

The basis of any model-based HPE algorithm is the 3D model of the
hand. The 3D model used in this master thesis has been adapted from
the research performed by Stenger, Mendonc.a, and Cipolla [44], shown
in Figures 5a and 5b (further referred to as the “Stenger-model”). The
reason why the Stenger-model was chosen is because it is common
enough to fit most hands. Furthermore, it can be constructed in such a
way that it allows for easy manual or automatic calibration. This can be
done by making the size of the joints and length of the fingers variable.
Apart from having variable sizes and lengths, the joints can also be
rotated easily to fit different postures of the hand.

(a) Normal view of the Stenger-model. (b) Exploded view of the Stenger-model.

Figure 5: The 3D hand model of Stenger, Mendonc.a, and Cipolla [44].

When the Stenger-model was overlaid on a picture of a hand, it was first
manually adjusted in such a way that it would fit the hand as good as
possible. However, it was not possible to properly fit the thumb and the
palm of the hand. The palm area of the Stenger-model has a rectangular
shape when seen from the front. However, a normal hand does not have
a rectangular shape, but a trapezoid shape, as can be seen in Figure 7.
Also, the palm area, when seen from above, is much flatter than what
is presented in the Stenger-model. Finally, the trapeziometacarpal joint
of the thumb is not that thick on the outside of the hand (see 7 for joint
definitions). It is shaped much straighter than the round elliptical form
used in the Stenger-model. The Stenger-model was adjusted so that the
model would better fit a normal hand. This resulted in the model seen
in Figures 6a and 6b.
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2.3 the 3d hand model 13

(a) Adjusted 3D hand model
with its fingers bent.

(b) Front view of the adjusted 3D
hand model.

Figure 6: The adjusted 3D hand model.

As previously explained in Section 1.2, a normal human hand has
29 DOFs, as can be seen in Figure 7. Instead of using all 29 DOFs,
the metacarpocarpal joints are left out, bringing the total DOFs to 27

DOFs. This is something that most research regarding HPE algorithms
does, since it is a relatively easy reduction step without sacrificing
much accuracy [11, 13, 27, 45, 46]. Before describing the DOFs and the
implemented constraints and limitations, a brief explanation will be
given regarding anatomical definitions of muscle motion. All definitions
were taken from [54].

• Adbuction: A motion that pulls a digit away from the midline of
the hand (see Figure 8a).

• Adduction: Opposite of abduction, a motion that pulls a digit
towards the midline of the hand (see Figure 8a).

• Flexion: A bending movement decreasing the angle between two
parts (see Figure 8b).

• Extension: Opposite of flexion, a straightening movement increas-
ing the angle between two parts (see Figure 8b).
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14 estimating the hand pose

DIP – Distal Interphalangeal Joints
1 DOF each

PIP – Proximal Interphalangeal Joints
1 DOF each

MCP – Metacarpophalangeal Joints
2 DOF each

Phalanges

Proximal
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Distal⎧
⎪

⎩

⎨
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Radius

Metacarpals

Carpals

Ulna

1

2

3

4

5

Metacarpocarpal Joints
1 DOF each on digits 4 & 5

Thumb IP Joint
1 DOF

Thumb MP joint
1 DOF

Trapeziometacarpal Joint
3 DOF

Figure 7: Bone structure of the human hand with its respective DOFs (source:
Sturman [47]).

Each joint shown in Figure 7 and their associated muscle motion type
is described below:

• Distal Interphalangeal joints (DIP): flexion/extension.

• Proximal Interphalangeal joints (PIP): flexion/extension.

• Metacarpophalangeal joints (MCP): flexion/extension, abduc-
tion/adduction.

• Thumb Interphalangeal joint (IP): flexion/extension.

• Thumb Metacarpophalangeal joint (MP): flexion/extension.

• Trapeziometacarpal joint (TMC): flexion/extension, abduction/ad-
duction, twist.

Rijpkema and Girard observed that replacing the twist DOF of the
TMC joint of the thumb by an abduction/adduction DOF at the MP
joint resulted in a more workable model [40]. Therefore, the model in
this thesis also adapts this convention. Apart from this difference and
the removal of the DOFs located at the metacarpocarpal joints, the 3D
model and the DOFs of the human hand are the same.

In an effort to decrease the dimensionality of the hand, research by
Chua, Guan, and Ho has shown that the human hand is highly con-
strained [11]. They were able to bring down the number of DOFs to
12 without sacrificing too much accuracy. This is possible because the
movement of the fingers in the human hand are inter-dependent. The
constraints presented in the research is implemented in the adapted
3D hand model of this thesis, to decrease the search space of the HPE
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2.3 the 3d hand model 15

(a) Abduction and adduction
muscle motion.

(b) Flexion and extension muscle
motion.

Figure 8: Anatomical definitions of muscle motion.

algorithm. Apart from implementing constraints, the fingers also have
a specific range at which they can bend [27]. This also limits the search
space by eliminating impossible movements. It should however be
noted that these limits are based on natural finger motion. It is still
possible to bend a finger in a particular way that is not possible to do
using the muscles of the finger alone. Limiting the finger motions is
valid since the application of this thesis expects the user not to perform
such “artificial” movements.

Chua, Guan, and Ho group constraints together by weak and strong
constraints. The difference between the two is that weak constraints as-
sume a particular initial factor between two DOFs, but this factor might
be different depending on the posture and person. Strong constraints
should always hold for natural finger motion.

Constraint 1

The first strong constraint is proposed by Rijpkema and Girard [40].
The relationship between angles of the proximal interphalangeal (PIP)
and distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints are as follows:

DIPfe = 2
3PIPfe (2.1)

Where fe refers to the flexion/extension DOF. With this constraint the
number of DOFs decrease from four to three per finger.
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16 estimating the hand pose

Constraint 2

The next strong constraint is also proposed by Rijpkema and Girard [40].
From experimental observation it was possible to deduce the following
dependency between the TMC and MP thumb joint:

TMCfe = 2(MPfe − 1
6π) (2.2)

Constraint 3

Experimental data obtained by Rijpkema and Girard [40] also showed
that there was another dependency between the TMC and MP thumb
joint:

TMCaa = 7
5MPaa (2.3)

Where aa refers to the abduction/adduction DOF. With this constraint
it is now possible to describe all DOFs of the thumb using only three
DOFs instead of five.

Constraint 4

Lee and Kunii observed that there was little abduction and adduction
in the MCP joint of the middle finger [25]. Therefore, it is possible to
define the following constraint for the MCP joint of the middle finger:

MCPaa = 0 (2.4)

As explained before, the constraints are based on natural finger motion.
Even though this constraint restricts a movement that is possible to do
using your normal finger muscles, it is normally not used. It is therefore
valid to say this movement would not occur during the use of ARMI.

Constraint 5

The next weak constraint is proposed by Kuch and Huang [23]. The
MCP and PIP joints have a dependency represented by the following
equation:

MCPfe = k× PIPfe 0 6 k 6 1
2 (2.5)

The initial value that was used in the research of Kuch and Huang for
k is 1

2 . If this happens to deliver high errors between the model and
the image, it will be adjusted downwards until a satisfactory result is
found.
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2.4 general system overview 17

Constraint 6

The following constraint is also a weak constraint, proposed by Chua,
Guan, and Ho [11]. It describes the dependency between the DIP and
MP joint of the thumb:

IPfe = a×MPaa a > 0 (2.6)

Limitations thumb

The following limitations for the thumb are described in the research
by Lien [27]:

0◦ 6MPfe 6 45◦ (2.7)

0◦ 6 IPfe 6 90◦ (2.8)

Limitation fingers

The next limitations for the four fingers are taken from the research by
Lin, Wu, and Huang [28]:

0◦ 6MCPfe 6 90◦ (2.9)

0◦ 6 PIPfe 6 110◦ (2.10)

0◦ 6 DIPfe 6 90◦ (2.11)

−15◦ 6MCPaa 6 15◦ (2.12)

Limitation 2.12 does not apply to the middle finger, since the MCPaa
of the middle finger is set to zero in Constraint 2.4.

The hand model now consists of nine DOFs and five weak constraints
in total. Two DOFs for each finger and the thumb, except the middle
finger which has one DOF. Each finger and the thumb also have one
weak constraint. All fingers have also been limited in their movement
which should severely decrease the search space.

2.4 general system overview

In Section 2.2 it was explained that a model-based algorithm seems to
be the best approach to take. This approach renders several different
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18 estimating the hand pose

configurations of the 3D hand model and determines which of these
models is the best fit to the hand seen in the video feed. This clearly
needs a way of comparing the different configurations of the hand
model with the original hand. Edge information is usually used to
compare the 3D model with the video feed [45]. The edges can be
compared with each other to establish a form of error measurement.
The advantage of such a technique is that the algorithm does not need
to know which part of the hand it actually sees. A finger is the same
to the algorithm as a piece of the palm. This avoids requiring the user
to label their fingers with markers or require other knowledge of the
users’ hand. Apart from the previous advantage, edge enhancement
can also be easily mapped to GPU hardware which makes it a perfect
candidate to use in the HPE algorithm.

Since the system needs to be able to track the hand of the user in
real-time, it cannot simply render millions of different configurations.
Even though this would probably result in a near-perfect match, there
is no ordinary computer at this time that can perform that many calcu-
lations and still achieve real-time performance. So some form of search
algorithm is needed that can search through the twelve DOFs and find
the optimal configuration with a minimal amount of renders.

With the basic idea in mind of how a model-based algorithm should
work, a system was designed to take the following steps:

1. Receive data from the hand tracking algorithm.

2. Perform edge enhancement on the video frames.

3. Adjust the 3D hand model using a multidimensional search algo-
rithm.

4. Perform edge enhancement on the 3D hand model.

5. Determine the error of the 3D hand model by subtracting the
edges of the 3D model from the edges of the hand in the video-
feed.

6. Repeat from step 3, if time allows, or stop if the error is acceptably
low.

7. Return the 3D hand model with the smallest error.

The system is designed as an iterative approach, constantly trying to
find a better match. This happens between step 3 and 6. The system will
enter the last step if it has found a sufficiently matching configuration,
or when there is no more time left. After the last step the system
returns the configuration of the model with the smallest error to the
GUI part of the ARMI system. The GUI updates the position of the 3D
hand and then renders the hand so that the user can see the pose and
position of the hand. This will also give visual feedback whether the
HPE algorithm performs as it should.
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2.5 hand tracking algorithm 19

The next sections of this chapter will discuss all theoretical details of
the system step by step.

2.5 hand tracking algorithm

To estimate the hand pose of the user, the system first needs to see
the hand. This is done using two cameras mounted onto the table.
The video feeds from these cameras are fed through a hand tracking
algorithm which delivers the input for the HPE algorithm. The input
received from the hand tracking algorithm consists of the following
data:

• A frame from each of the two cameras. Each frame consists of a
texture of four color channels. Three channels are used to hold
the red, green, and blue color components and the fourth is used
to indicate whether a pixel is classified as a hand pixel or not.

• Coordinates and size of one or more bounding boxes that indicate
where the hand is in each frame.

(a) Original camera feed. (b) Camera feed added with hand tracker
information.

Figure 9: The hand tracker output (source: thesis Fremouw [15]).

An example of the input received from the hand tracking algorithm
is shown in Figures 9a and 9b. Figure 9a shows the basic red, green,
and blue color channels. Figure 9b shows all color channels including
the fourth channel (shown in bright green), to indicate which pixels
are classified as hand pixels. Also, the bounding box is drawn around
the hand (shown in transparent green). The HPE algorithm uses this
information to know which pixels it should process. For more details re-
garding the hand tracking algorithm, see the master thesis of Fremouw
[15].

2.6 edge enhancement

The second and fourth step of the system applies an edge enhancement
algorithm on the video frames and the 3D model. The edges of the
video frames and the 3D model are compared to each other to measure
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the error between them. The edge enhancement algorithm that is used
in this thesis is the Sobel operator [16] since it is fast and relatively
easy to implement. The Sobel operator uses two 3x3 kernels (shown in
Equations 2.13 and 2.14) which are convolved with the original image
to calculate approximations of the horizontal and vertical derivatives.
Combining both the horizontal and vertical derivatives results in an
image where the edges are enhanced. In mathematical terms, the Sobel
operator can be expressed using the following equations:

Gy =

+1 +2 +1

0 0 0

−1 −2 −1

 ∗A (2.13)

Gx =

+1 0 −1

+2 0 −2

+1 0 −1

 ∗A (2.14)

G =

√
Gy

2 +Gx
2 (2.15)

Where ∗ denotes the 2-dimensional convolution operation. Also, A
represents the original image and, Gy and Gx represent images that
contain the horizontal and vertical derivative of A. The final edge
enhanced image is denoted by G in the last Equation 2.15.

The result of the Sobel operator applied to an image can be seen in
Figures 10a and 10b.

(a) Original picture of an airplane. (b) Sobel operator applied to the picture.

Figure 10: An example of the Sobel operator applied to an image.

Since edge enhancement is applied to every 3D model and each video
frame, it should require as few calculations as possible. This is the main
reason the Sobel operator is chosen as the edge enhancement algorithm.
It is relatively inexpensive in terms of computations when compared
to, for instance, the Canny edge detection operator.
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2.7 adjust the hand model to find the best fit

At every iteration, the configuration of the model is adjusted to try and
find a better fit. This search is guided by an optimization algorithm
that can search the multidimensional space in which all possible config-
urations exist. Many optimization algorithms exist, but many also do
not go along well with the specific circumstances that are present in the
system. Most algorithms, like the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
(BFGS) algorithm [36], require the calculation of derivatives. While
it is possible to numerically estimate these derivatives, they are also
very expensive to calculate time wise. Since for each calculation the
entire process of rendering, edge enhancement, and error determina-
tion has to be done. Therefore, the optimization algorithm should not
rely on derivatives since they would be unable to achieve real-time
performance.

The optimization algorithms that are available are narrowed down to
the following:

• genetic algorithms;

• neural networks;

• Nelder-Mead method;

• simulated annealing.

From these different types of algorithms, Nelder-Mead method (NM)
and simulated annealing (SA) are chosen. Both have been used before
in motion tracking research so it is assumed they provide a good
starting point [1, 29]. Also, as a comparison with an algorithm that
uses derivatives, the Secant method is chosen. It was chosen because
it requires very little derivatives when compared to other derivative-
based algorithms that were reviewed like BFGS. This way it might have
the possibility to outperform NM and SA. The following sections will
now discuss all the theoretical details of each algorithm.

2.7.1 Secant method

The Secant method is named after the way it operates. It uses secant
lines (any line that intersects two points on a curve) to find better
approximations of the root of the target function. This can be seen in
Figure 11. The pure form of the Secant method equation is 2.16:

xn+1 = xn −
xn − xn-1

f(xn) − f(xn-1)
f(xn) (2.16)
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x x 0 x x 123

f(x)

Figure 11: An example of the first two steps of the Secant method (source: Jitse
Niesen [35]).

The method needs two starting positions, x0 and x1, as can be seen in
equation 2.16. These starting points should ideally be chosen close to
the root of the function.

The Secant method is designed to operate on one-dimensional data.
However, since the problem at hand is a multidimensional problem, it
requires adjustments to the original equation. Even though there are
other algorithms, like Broyden’s method [9] or BFGS [36], that extend
the Secant method to support multiple dimensions, it is determined
that this requires the calculation of too much derivatives. Instead, the
method will be adjusted to do one dimensional steps in each dimension
of the search space. This way the number of derivatives that have to
be calculated will be kept at a minimum, while still maintaining the
original operation of the algorithm.

One of the biggest problems of the Secant method is that, when the data
lies on a flat plane, it will overshoot or jump to infinity very quickly. To
solve this, the maximum step size the method is allowed to do should
be restricted to a certain value. What this value should be in the case of
this project is determined in Chapter 4.

2.7.2 Nelder-Mead method

The Nelder-Mead method or downhill simplex method is a greedy
method that was originally proposed by Nelder and Mead [34]. It is
able to minimize an objective function in a multidimensional search
space without the need for calculating derivatives. To do this, the
method uses a multidimensional shape called a simplex. A simplex is a
multidimensional generalization of a triangle (2D) or a tetrahedron (3D).
A simplex is chosen as a starting point and with each iteration it moves
through the search space in a predefined manner. At the end of each
iteration it replaces its worst vertex with a vertex that is better than any
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of its other vertices. This new vertex is found using a set of predefined
steps. A visual representation of these steps, in a 3 dimensional search
space, is presented in Figure 12.

High Low

(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 12: A visual representation of all possible steps of the Nelder-Mead
method. In each iteration of the method the simplex (a), displayed as
a tetrahedron here, can either be reflected (b), reflected and expanded
(c), contracted in one dimension (d), or contracted in all dimensions
towards the best or “low” vertex (source: Numerical recipes in C
[38]).

Mathematically the steps are defined as follows [34]:

• Order all vertices according to the values at each vertex (see Figure
12-a):

f(x1) 6 f(x2) 6 · · · 6 f(xn+1) (2.17)

• Calculate the center of gravity (x0) of the simplex without using
the worst vertex (xn+1):

x0 = 0.5 ∗
i=n∑
i=0

xi (2.18)

• Calculate the reflected vertex (see Figure 12-b):

xr = x0 +α(x0 − xn+1) (2.19)

Where α represents the reflection coefficient, with a default and
minimum value of 1.

Now the next step of the iteration will be determined by eval-
uating the value of the reflected vertex compared to the other
vertices:

– if f(x1) 6 f(xr) < f(xn) then replace xn+1 with xr and go to
the next iteration.
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– if f(xr) < f(x1) then calculate the expanded vertex

– else calculate the contracted vertex

If the first condition holds, then the simplex most probably hit
the other side of a valley or it might go down a slope. But since
the reflected vertex is not better than the best vertex, it is safe to
assume that the slope or valley does not proceed to its minimum
in the direction of the reflected vertex. There is therefore no need
to look any further so the method can continue to its next iteration.
If, however, the second condition holds, then the simplex lies on a
slope that is moving down in the direction of the reflected vertex.
It is worthwhile to see if and how far the slope continues downhill.
This will be checked in the step where the expanded vertex will be
calculated. If neither of the conditions were met, then the simplex
is assumed to be in a sink or a valley and a better vertex would
then only be present inside the simplex. So the method continues
to calculate the contracted vertex.

• Determine the expanded vertex (see Figure 12-c):

xe = x0 + γ(x0 − xn+1) (2.20)

With γ denoting the expansion coefficient, with a default value of
2 (always larger than α).

Now the following case will be evaluated and afterwards the next
iteration will start:

xn+1 =

xe, if f(xe) < f(xr)

xr, else
(2.21)

In the case that the expanded vertex is better than the reflected
vertex, then it is probable that the simplex is on a slope that contin-
ues down in the direction of the new vertex. Since the expanded
vertex is now chosen to be part of the new simplex, it becomes
possible for the method to traverse the slope much quicker, since
the simplex is larger. In any other case, the expanded vertex most
probably hit the other side of a valley. In this case a small step is
taken down and afterwards the next iteration is started.

• Determine the contracted vertex (see Figure 12-d):

xc = xn+1 + ρ(x0 − xn+1) (2.22)

With ρ denoting the contraction coefficient which lies between 0
and 1 with a default value of 0.5.

If the contracted vertex is better than the worst vertex (f(xc) 6
f(xn+1)), then the worst vertex is replaced by the contracted
vertex. Afterwards, the method continues to the next iteration.
In all other cases, it is assumed the simplex is inside a sink and
the simplex will be shrunk or reduced by calculating its reduced
vertices.
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• Replace all vertices by the reduced vertices (see Figure 12-e):

xi = x1 − σ(xi − x1) where i ∈ {2, . . . ,n+ 1} (2.23)

With σ representing the reduction coefficient which lies between
0 and 1 with a default value of 0.5.

When these set of rules are followed, the method is guaranteed to find
a minimum [34]. The problem of the Nelder-Mead method, as with
other optimization methods, is that it will usually find a local minimum
instead of the global minimum. This can partially be overcome by
choosing the correct size for the starting simplex so that local minima
are skipped. Another possibility is to choose multiple starting simplices.
After each simplex converges to a certain point, the best vertex can be
chosen as a true minimum of the objective function. Both possibilities
will be investigated in Chapter 4.

2.7.3 Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing (SA) is a probabilistic method that tries to find
a close approximation to a global minimum of the objective function.
It was originally proposed by Scott Kirkpatrick, C. Daniel Gelatt and
Mario P. Vecchi [21], and by Vlado Černý [52] and it is derived from
“annealing”, a technique used in the field of metallurgy. Annealing
involves melting a material and then cooling it slowly to increase
the size and amount of crystals and decrease defects in the material.
Heating a material causes the atoms to become unstuck and wander
around randomly. When the material is then cooled down slowly, it
becomes possible for the atoms to find a configuration with lower
internal energy than the original configuration.

SA simulates the process by making a random move each iteration. Ei-
ther the random move results in a better configuration than the original
and the new move is accepted, or the random move is accepted with
a certain probability. This probability is tied to a virtual temperature
that is lowered during the iteration process. This causes the method
not to get stuck in local minima but instead has a chance to find the
global minimum. The probability of SA finding the global minimum of
a finite problem approaches 1, given enough time [17].

In Listing 1 the SA process is depicted using pseudo code. Notice that
the pseudo code does not contain code to decrease the temperature.
This is explicitly left out since there are many ways of doing this. Also,
how a new random neighbor is chosen is not specified since this is
an application-specific problem. Each application demands a different
“neighbor-generator.”

SA is hardly ever implemented in its pure form since there are several
disadvantages to it. First, the final configuration that it finds might not
be the best that it has found during its complete process. Even though
this would be impossible to do with physical annealing, a possibility
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26 estimating the hand pose

would be to store the best configuration it has come across during
its entire process. This would be a simple solution if it is possible to
store the configuration without too much performance loss. Another
disadvantage is that sometimes the configuration drifts away from the
minima if the temperature is too high, since it mostly or only accepts
the random neighbors during that phase. A possible solution to this
problem is to restart the annealing process to its previously found best
configuration.

1 x = initial configuration

2

3 while p < maximum iterations:

4 i = random neighbor

5

6 if f(move(x, i)) is better than f(x):

7 x = move(x, i)

8 else accept new move with a certain probability:

9 x = move(x, i)

10

11 p = p + 1

Listing 1: The simulated annealing process in pseudo code.

During the implementation phase a good neighbor function will be
designed, as well as good working cooling schedule. This will be
discussed in Chapter 4.

2.8 determining the error

During each iteration of any of the search algorithms discussed in
Section 2.7, the algorithms need to know how good or bad the fit is
with the object seen in the video frame. To do this, an error rate is
established that uses a number between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates a
perfect fit and 1 is no fit at all. The error rate is determined in step five
of the HPE algorithm (see Section 2.4 for an overview of all steps). The
edge enhanced video image and edge enhanced model from step two
and four are used to determine the final error rate. In essence, the two
edge enhanced images are subtracted from each other, leaving only
the parts that do not match the original object from the video frame.
The leftovers can then be counted and divided by the total number of
pixels the original object has in the video frame, resulting in a scale that
describes how good the model fits the original object.

2.9 summary

The requirements are set for the project. After analysis, it became clear
that the best approach for the algorithm is a model-based approach.
This approach tries to match the hand model onto the hand in the video
frame. Since a model-based approach makes use of images, it became
possible to use the GPU. The GPU provides more raw processing power
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than a normal CPU so this is beneficial to the performance of the
algorithm.

The hand model is made with all its 27 DOFs. The movement of the
joints is constraint so that they can only perform natural hand move-
ment, resulting in a decrease of DOFs to 9. Finally, all the seven steps of
the algorithm are described. The search algorithms that are mentioned
will be tested in the next chapter.
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3
I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

This chapter will discuss all implementation details regarding the entire
HPE algorithm. The choice for the programming language will be
explained amongst other details. A general system overview will be
given, to show how the system interacts with each individual part of
the total project. The chapter will also discuss all drawbacks of the
search algorithms as well as present possible solutions to the problems.
The applied solutions will be tested and evaluated in the next chapter.

3.1 programming language decision

The HPE algorithm should be able to interface with other parts of the
project since it needs them to function properly. For this reason, the
programming language was a decision for the entire project rather
then for the HPE algorithm alone. This resulted that the choice for the
programming language was not only based on the requirements of the
HPE algorithm itself, but also on the requirements of the entire project.
Some requirements are therefore specific to the HPE algorithm, while
others are global requirements that affect the entire project.

It was determined that the programming language should be able to:

• draw and render vertex data to render the objects, the 3D hand,
and the interface;

• perform calculations on the video card to take advantage of the
GPU as a fast processing unit;

• run relatively fast since the system needs to deliver updates of
the 3D model every 1/15th of a second;

• run on multiple platforms without any change to the code because
the project members run their code on various platforms.

Using these requirements, the project group came to the following
conclusions:

• The 3D hand model and interface will be built and rendered
using OpenGL. OpenGL is a widely used API to do graphics-
related work. It can run on a range of different platforms such as
Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X.

29
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• The programming language needs OpenGL-bindings to make use
of OpenGL. Most popular programming languages have these
OpenGL-bindings, but there is one in particular that is very useful
in this case, namely the programming language called “Python”.
Python is a high-level scripting language and is known for its ease
of use. Since it is a high-level language, the programmer does not
have to deal with low level operations like memory allocations.
This will severely shorten the time to complete the final product
since the programmer can focus on the logic instead of having
to deal with memory leaks and the like. An added bonus is
that Python is platform independent. It runs on a wide range of
platforms. Much of the code the programmer writes, does not
have to be changed in order to run on for instance Windows,
Mac OS X, or Linux. It also supports easy integration with other
programming languages.

• Since Python is a high level language, it is also relatively slow
and memory inefficient when compared to C or C++. The parts
that require high performance will therefore be implemented in C
instead of Python. This would not put any extra work during the
implementation phase, since Python has special facilities which
eases integration with C.

• Finally, the OpenGL Shading Language, or GLSL, is used to
program the GPU. It has an interface with OpenGL and can
execute commands on video cards of multiple vendors without
making any change to the code. The GLSL programs, or shaders,
can run on any video card as long as the video driver supports
GLSL.

After the programming languages were decided, it was time to see how
each individual component will interact with the rest of the system.
This will be discussed in the next section.

3.2 system overview

Each component of the systems sends and receives data from other
components. What this data is and how it is communicated between
each component is shown in Figure 13.

Starting from the beginning, the hand tracker receives frames from
the webcams. For each webcam there is exactly one hand tracker. The
hand trackers are synchronized with each other so that each frame is
retrieved at the exact same moment. This is done so that the frames
can be properly compared with each other. It is important to know that
the hand tracker (or any other program) asks for the frame from the
webcam driver. It does not determine when the actual frame is taken. In
Section 3.4 it will be shown why this makes so much difference. After
the hand tracker receives the frame from the webcam, it detects the
hand in the frame and relays all information regarding the hand to the
HPE algorithm.
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Figure 13: Global overview showing the information flows between all the
components (original source: master thesis Fremouw [15]).

The HPE algorithm uses both frames and all the information received
from the hand tracker to determine the correct DOFs of the hand model,
including its position. All the DOFs of the model are transfered to the
3D interface. The 3D interface draws the interface along with all the
objects, including the 3D hand model. The hand model is drawn using
the new DOFs received from the HPE algorithm. This interface is shown
to the user using an HMD (see Figure 2 for a picture of an HMD).

Knowing where the hand model is located allows the 3D interface
to know which actions it should take. A user is able to manipulate a
3D object using the manipulation menu found inside the 3D interface.
When a user wants to access this manipulation menu, he or she puts
his or her hand inside a 3D object. The manipulation menu for that 3D
object will now pop up once the user’s thumb and index finger touches
each other inside the object. Rotation, scaling and moving the object
is all part of the manipulation menu. For more information on the 3D
interface and all the possible user interactions, the reader is referred to
the master thesis of Bruining [10].

So far all the information between the components is transferred inside
one computer. Since the goal of project ARMI is to allow multiple
users to interact with the same shared environment (see Section 1.4),
it should somehow send all interaction information to other clients.
This is what the object replication component is for. It makes sure that
the changes occurring inside the virtual world are transferred to other
computers connected to the same environment. This allows multiple
users to interact with the same environment without having to be
physically near each other. Apart from seeing your own virtual hand,
the object replication also transfers information regarding the hands of
the other users. This way each user sees the hands of the other users,
allowing each user to point at objects to let others know what he or she
is talking about. The reader is referred to the master thesis of Lenting
[26] for details on how the object replication component manages to
transfer all data while maintaining a consistent state on all clients.
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Combining all components allows a user to perform interactions in a
virtual environment with his or her bare hands. Also, other users are
able to connect to the same environment and see what others are doing.
This gives multiple users the ability to accomplish a task together.

3.3 hpe algorithm implementation

In Section 2.4 all the steps and theoretical details of the HPE algorithm
were explained. In this section it will be explained how each step is
implemented and what kind of practical problems there were. As a
reminder, here are the steps as presented in Section 2.4:

1. Receive data from the hand tracking algorithm.

2. Perform edge enhancement on the video frames.

3. Adjust the 3D hand model using a multidimensional search algo-
rithm.

4. Perform edge enhancement on the 3D hand model.

5. Determine the error of the 3D hand model by subtracting the
edges of the 3D model from the edges of the hand in the video-
feed.

6. Repeat from step 3, if time allows, or stop if the error is acceptably
low.

7. Return the 3D hand model with the smallest error.

Each step had its problems, most of which will be explained in the
following sections. Apart from the problems that were encountered,
there were also other details to work out during implementation. Since
one of the requirements is that the system should be able to deliver
real-time updates, much time is spent on trying to find the fastest im-
plementation for each particular problem. Solutions that did not make
it to the final implementation are mentioned as possible improvements
in Chapter 6.

3.4 receive data from the hand tracking algorithm

The HPE algorithm receives two sets of data from the hand tracking
algorithm, as previously explained in Section 2.5. First, the frames of
the video cameras in which all the visual and hand recognition data
is stored. And second, an array containing the coordinates and sizes
of bounding boxes that surround the object in the frame. The frames
are delivered in such a way that they can be loaded directly into an
OpenGL texture without any change to the data.
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Listing 2 shows how the hand tracker is used inside the program. Lines
2 and 3 show how the hand tracker object is created. The histograms
that are given to the hand tracker are trained on the color of the object
and on the background of the scene. This gives the hand tracker the
ability to distinguish between the background and the object itself. For
more details about the histograms, see the master thesis of Fremouw
[15]. Between lines 15 and 17, the frames are copied from the hand
tracker arrays to textures so that the HPE algorithm can work with
them. Line 23 is where the HPE algorithm is invoked. It continues on
the next cycle of the while-loop after it is finished executing. Important
to note is that the hand tracker makes sure that the frames per second
(FPS) are maintained at a steady 15 FPS. It does this by blocking the
get_image function call, at line 12 and 13, until a total of 1/15th of
a second has passed between the former call and the current call. It
does not block if more time has passed since this would mean that the
system waits while nothing actually happens. Using this method, it
is possible to sustain a preset FPS, in this case 15 FPS. If more time is
needed to process a frame, the FPS would drop below 15 FPS, but it
will never go over 15 FPS since the call to the hand tracker would block
until 1/15th of a second has passed.

1 # initialize both hand trackers

2 left_tracker = handtracker.new(cameraID_0, width, height,

framerate, object_histogram, non_object_histogram)

3 right_tracker = handtracker.new(cameraID_1, width, height,

framerate, object_histogram, non_object_histogram)

4 right_tracker.keep_synchronized_with(left_tracker)

5

6 # start trackers with object tracking enabled

7 right_tracker.start(True)

8 left_tracker.start(True)

9

10 # continuously read frames and process them

11 while True:

12 left_camera_img , left_blobs = left_tracker.get_image()

13 right_camera_img, right_blobs = right_tracker.get_image()

14

15 # ...

16 # copy frames into OpenGL controlled memory

17 # ...

18

19 right_tracker.release_image()

20 left_tracker.release_image()

21

22 # ...

23 # HPE algorithm

24 # ...

Listing 2: Using the hand tracker.

By copying the frames into OpenGL memory, it becomes possible
to work with the frame using shaders. Important to note is that the
coordinate systems of OpenGL and the hand tracker differ from each
other. In OpenGL (in 2D drawing mode) the origin is in the top left
corner whereas the origin of the frame of the hand tracker lies in the
bottom left corner. It is relatively easy to correct this problem since
OpenGL allows the programmer to specify how a texture is drawn on
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the screen. This is done by specifying that the bottom left corner should
be drawn in the top left corner, using the code from Listing 3.

1 glBegin(GL_QUADS)

2 glTexCoord2f(0.0, tex_height)

3 glVertex2f(0.0, 0.0)

4 glTexCoord2f(tex_width, tex_height)

5 glVertex2f(screen_width, 0.0)

6 glTexCoord2f(tex_width, 0.0)

7 glVertex2f(screen_width, screen_height)

8 glTexCoord2f(0.0, 0.0)

9 glVertex2f(0.0, screen_height)

10 glEnd()

Listing 3: Drawing the frame texture.

The difference in coordinate system also caused trouble with the loca-
tion of the bounding boxes that surrounds the object inside the frame.
The bounding boxes are used inside the edge enhance shader so that
pixels are not processed that are not inside the bounding boxes. There-
fore, the coordinates of the bounding boxes also had to be recalculated
to match the coordinate system of OpenGL. Another problem with
the bounding boxes is that they contain an X and Y starting point
and the size of the box in X and Y direction. However, in OpenGL the
coordinates are specified in absolute coordinates. So these coordinates
had to be rewritten into the form (x1, y1), (x2, y2), representing the
top-left and right-bottom corner respectively.

Even though the hand tracker performs very well, it does not detect
the object in each and every frame. It would sometimes give the HPE
algorithm an empty list of bounding boxes, even if the object itself is
present inside the frame. The alpha channel of the frame is still filled
with the information whether a pixel is part of the object or not. So this
information is still present even though the algorithm does not receive
any bounding box coordinates. Since the pixel information can still be
used, it was decided that if there is no bounding box, the algorithm
sets a bounding box across the entire frame. This way all the pixels are
processed which results in a decrease in performance, but it will allow
the algorithm to detect the object.

As mentioned before, the hand tracker asks from the webcam driver
for the frame. It does not determine when the actual frame is taken.
Initially this was not thought to be a problem since the difference would
be very small. However, during preliminary tests it became clear that
the difference between some frames are much larger than expected.
This poses a problem since the HPE algorithm can never know whether
both frames are taken at the exact same moment and it has no way of
compensating for the unknown time difference.

A test is performed to determine what the difference between each
frame is on both Ubuntu-Linux and Mac OS X and whether there is
a possible solution for it (see Appendix A for the specifications of the
test systems). The reason for testing both operating systems is that it
is presumed they have different schedulers and thereby give different
results. The test consists of recording 100 stereo-frames of the screen of
the system that is tested. On the screen a program runs, printing out an
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increasing number every 1/15th of a second. The program remembers
when each number is printed on the screen. The time difference between
the frames of both cameras is determined by looking up the numbers
shown in the frames, with the time that the numbers were printed.
When several test frames were analyzed, several numbers showed up
multiple times in the same frame. Since each number is unique and
never printed twice, it showed that there even was a difference between
the top line of the frame and the bottom line. The camera scans from
bottom to top, from left to right. So while the frame itself is captured,
time progresses which causes that some numbers are shown more than
once in the same frame. The cameras were turned on their sides to
remedy this problem, to make sure that the correct numbers are read
from the frames. The FPS of the hand tracker itself are also analyzed,
since it seemed to fluctuate up and down during preliminary testing.
The results of the test can be seen in Graphs 14 and 15.
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Figure 14: Time difference between the left and right frame received from the
hand tracker.

Graph 14 clearly shows that Linux performs better than Mac OS X since
it manages to retrieve more stereo-frames at the exact same moment.
However, the average time difference between both frames are more or
less the same on both operating systems. Mac OS X achieves an average
of -27 milliseconds while Linux has an average of -34 milliseconds
between the left and right frame. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
change when the actual frame is taken using the cameras that are used
for the project. A possible solution to provide a better synchronization
between both cameras is to use a frame grabber. A frame grabber is
a device that sits between the computer and the cameras. It simulta-
neously requests frames from all the cameras that are connected to it
and afterwards sends all frames to the computer. An example of such
a frame grabber is the Sensoray 2255 which can be seen in Figure 16.
Normal USB webcams cannot be connected to this frame grabber. Only
more expensive cameras that provide PAL or NTSC output through a
BNC cable can be used. Another solution that can be used in conjunc-
tion with a frame grabber is to use cameras that support an external
synchronization signal. An extra digital or analog master signal is used
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Figure 15: Average FPS of the second before each stereo-frame is taken.

to synchronize all the cameras with one master synchronization signal.
Both systems can be used to provide a solution to the time difference
between the stereo frames, however one of the requirements was that
the system would be built using cheap COTS hardware. It was there-
fore decided that the system would use the webcams instead of more
expensive solutions.

Figure 16: The Sensoray 2255 (source: Sensoray).

It is unclear why Mac OS X is able to provide such consistent FPS,
shown in Graph 15, while the stereo frames themselves are not con-
sistently delivered at the same time. The FPS is important since the
search algorithms tested in this thesis are all iterative approaches. This
means that the solution would preferably be as close as possible to
the previous solution because it allows for faster converging of the
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algorithm. A very low FPS would give the search algorithm a very hard
time to find the correct position and pose, if it would be able to find
the object at all.

3.5 edge enhancement on the video frames

The Sobel operator is used to perform edge enhancement on the video
frames. It is implemented to run on the GPU using shaders. Before
explaining how the Sobel operator is implemented, it is important to
understand what a shader is and how everything is communicated
between GPU and CPU. Also, it is important to understand what the
difference is between performing calculations on the GPU and CPU.

3.5.1 GPGPU

The GPU is designed to perform calculations for visual display such
as video games. However, the calculations done on the GPU are sub-
stantially different from the calculations done during scientific research.
Video games use shaders to make a scene look as real as possible
through the use of physics, lighting, and shading, among other things.
However, the GPU can also be used to perform calculations that are
normally done on the CPU. Making use of the GPU to do such calcu-
lations is called “general-purpose computing on graphics processing
units” (GPGPU). An important distinction between normal usage of
the GPU and GPGPU is that GPGPU requires no visual output. Visual
output is normally displayed on the screen by making use of a frame
buffer that contains all the pixel data that needs to be displayed on the
screen. Since no visual output is required for GPGPU, the output is
written to a different type of frame buffer, also called a “frame buffer
object” (FBO). Writing to an FBO is also called off-screen rendering,
since no output ends up on the screen. An FBO has no actual memory
to store anything but the programmer is instead required to attach a
texture to the FBO, which serves as the memory for the output buffer.
A texture in this case is a one or two dimensional matrix that contains
pixel data. The textures that are attached to an FBO are also called color
attachments. Depending on the video card, it is possible to attach up
to eight or more different textures to an FBO, making it possible for a
shader to write output to more than just one texture.

3.5.2 Shaders

A shader is at the heart of every GPGPU program. It is in essence a
program that runs on the GPU and determines what should be done
with the input. A shader is very different from a normal program that
runs on the CPU. It is specifically designed to run in parallel, while
normal CPU programs can run in parallel or in sequence. This distinct
difference changes the way a shader is programmed quite substantially
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from a normal program. One of the differences that has the most impact
is the fact that you cannot access the results from other threads within
a thread, nor is there any other communication between threads. Also,
input and output is handled differently for each type of shader. Recently,
there has been a lot of development regarding shaders however the two
most common ones that are supported by most video cards are:

• Vertex shader; the scene is made up out of vertices, where each
vertex is processed by a thread of a vertex shader:

– Input: vertex position, normal direction (for lighting), vertex
color.

– Output: vertex position.

• Pixel shader; each thread processes exactly one pixel for every
pixel present in the output buffer:

– Input: pixel color, texture coordinates, position of the pixel
in the output buffer.

– Output: pixel data for every attached and activated color
attachment.

Apart from the default input data that every shader receives, it is also
possible to give input to shaders using special variables called “uniform
variables.” These uniform variables are declared inside a shader which
are set before the shader is run. An example of basic vertex and pixel
shaders are shown in Listings 4 and 5. The pixel shader shows an
example of a uniform variable that is set beforehand.

In every shader there are several predefined variables that are always
present. For example, gl_Vertex is always accessible inside a vertex
shader, which describes the vertex given to the shader. Also, the matrix
gl_ModelViewProjectionMatrix describes the model-view-projection
matrix to transform vertex coordinates to screen coordinates. Apart
from predefined variables, there are also variables that must be set
inside a shader: gl_Position must be set inside a vertex shader and the
first element of the gl_FragData must be set inside a pixel shader. These
serve as output for the shader itself.

1 void main()

2 {

3 gl_Position = gl_ModelViewProjectionMatrix * gl_Vertex;

4 }

Listing 4: A basic vertex shader which transforms the input vertex world
coordinates to screen coordinates.

As mentioned before, the GPU is built to perform graphics calcula-
tions. This is the reason why in a normal shader, like the one shown
in Listing 5, colors are assigned to the first color attachment buffer
(gl_FragData[0]). However, colors are defined as vectors of four el-
ements which hold numbers describing how much color should be
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1 uniform vec4 outputColor;

2

3 void main()

4 {

5 gl_FragData[0] = outputColor;

6 }

Listing 5: A basic pixel shader that outputs pixels with the color that is set in
the uniform variable outputColor.

displayed for each color channel. These numbers might hold color
information but nothing stops the programmer from giving different
meanings to the numbers.

1 uniform sampler2DRect input_data;

2

3 void main()

4 {

5 gl_FragData[0] = texture2DRect(input_data, gl_TexCoord[0].xy)

*2.0;

6 }

Listing 6: A shader which multiplies every data element of the input texture by
two.

A GPGPU pixel shader always uses one or more textures as input and
also one or more textures as output. The input textures are supplied
via uniform variables and the output textures are bound as color attach-
ments to the FBO. This way every pixel, or data element, of the input
texture is processed and transformed in some way, as specified by the
shader, finally ending up in the output texture to form the complete
result. An example of a pixel shader which performs these actions is
shown in Listing 6. On the first line the uniform variable input_data
is defined. This will be set with OpenGL to contain the input texture.
The function call texture2DRect on line 5 will find the pixel data of the
input texture at the position identified by gl_TexCoord[0]. The pixel of
the input texture will be multiplied by two and afterwards it will be
assigned to gl_FragData[0] as output.

3.5.3 GPGPU techniques

So far, all the shaders transform some kind of input texture to an output
texture of the same size. In other words, each input element has an
output element. This technique is called a map operation. Determining
the sum of a dataset would be highly inefficient using a map operation.
Since the sum of a dataset requires one single answer, or exactly one
output element, the shader would need to loop over the entire input
texture and give the final answer to the output texture. This output
texture would have a size of one by one pixel. However, this does not
take advantage of the possibilities of the GPU as a parallel processing
unit since everything happens in sequence. Instead, a technique called
reduction is used to perform operations like these which is much
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more efficient on the GPU by making use of parallelism. The reduction
operation is performed in multiple passes, where each pass reduces
the size of the output texture. Each output pixel determines the sum,
or any other kind of operation, of four input pixels. This process is
repeated until the output texture has a size of one by one pixel. This
can be read back to CPU memory to be used in the rest of the program
or it can be used by other shaders as an input texture. An example of
how a reduce operation works, is shown in Figure 17.

16x16

32x32

8x8

4x4

2x2
1x1

Input texture

Output texture

Figure 17: The GPGPU reduce operation. The four blue pixels of the input
texture are for example summed together. Finally the output is deliv-
ered as a pixel in the next texture. Each pass reduces the size of the
texture, until a texture with a size of one by one pixel remains with
the final answer. The pixels of the two large textures are displayed
larger than they actually would be. This is done for visual aesthetics.
(author R. Boer)

An example of a pixel shader that can be used to determine the sum
of an input texture is shown in Listing 7. This pixel shader halves the
size of the output texture with each pass. Finally ending up with one
pixel with the final answer. Line 5 determines the correct coordinates of
the data element to find. In line 7 through 10, the elements on the left,
bottom, and bottom left are added to the element at the coordinates
determined in line 5.

Theoretically, the reduction process would only work if the first input
texture has a size which is a power of two. However, in practice this
hardly ever happens. To solve this problem, the first input texture could
be mapped onto a texture which is a power of two but is larger than its
input. For example, an input texture of 640x480 (the resolution of the
frames that are received from the hand tracker), can be mapped onto
a texture which is 1024x512. With this texture the reduction operation
can be performed. Note that it is not needed to have an input texture
of 1024x1024 since texture lookups which lie outside the current input
return zero.

Sometimes it might not be necessary to process the entire input texture,
but rather just a piece. This is done by using the scatter operation. The
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1 uniform sampler2DRect input_image[0];

2

3 void main()

4 {

5 vec2 coord = gl_TexCoord[0].xy * 2.0 - 0.5;

6

7 gl_FragData[0] = texture2DRect(input_image[0], coord) +

8 texture2DRect(input_image[0], coord + vec2(0.0,

1.0)) +

9 texture2DRect(input_image[0], coord + vec2(1.0,

0.0)) +

10 texture2DRect(input_image[0], coord + vec2(1.0,

1.0));

11 }

Listing 7: An example of a shader which sums up all the elements of the input
texture into an output texture which is half the size of the input
texture.

scatter operation uses vertex shaders to alter which pieces of the texture
need to be written to by altering the vertex positions. Normally a square
polygon is drawn on the entire screen so that each pixel of the input is
processed. The scatter operation changes the location of this polygon
so that only parts of the input texture are processed.

3.5.4 Making optimal use of the GPU

It should now be clear how different it is to program a GPU as opposed
to a CPU. Apart from having different techniques to solve problems,
there are also a lot of different factors to consider. Some can increase or
decrease performance, depending on the way they are used. One of the
things that was considered during the creation of the HPE algorithm,
was the ability to write to multiple color attachments at once. If a
shader would be able to perform a map operation on eight input and
eight output textures at once, would this be faster than doing the same
operation while using only one input and output texture? A test was
performed to confirm whether this was the case. During the test, the
GPU receives a test image for each color attachment. The shader then
applied a preliminary version of the Sobel operator on every input
texture. This process was repeated for a full 30 seconds. The textures
that were processed per second were averaged over 30 seconds. The
results were recorded to see which number of color attachments would
give the most performance.

Figure 18 shows the final result of the test. As can be seen from the
graph, most textures were processed when two color attachments were
used. This setting will be used in final implementation of all shaders,
where possible.
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Figure 18: Texture processing speed with a different number of color attach-
ments used. Tested on different systems and different video cards.
Test system one and two described in Appendix A were used.

3.5.5 Linear separable filter

Research was performed to see what the best way would be to im-
plement the Sobel operator. It turned out that an extra change could
be made to the Sobel operator to decrease the number of calculations.
This change can be made because the kernels of the Sobel operator are
linearly separable. By linearly separable is meant that the kernel can be
split up in two vectors as displayed in Equations 3.1 (for the horizontal
kernel) and 3.2 (for the vertical kernel).

+1 +2 +1

0 0 0

−1 −2 −1

 =

12
1

 ∗ [+1 0 −1

]
(3.1)

+1 0 −1

+2 0 −2

+1 0 −1

 =

+10
−1

 ∗ [1 2 1

]
(3.2)

Now the horizontal and vertical derivatives can be calculated using the
Equations displayed in 3.3 and 3.4.

Gx =

12
1

 ∗ ([+1 0 −1

]
∗A) (3.3)
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Gy =

+10
−1

 ∗ ([1 2 1

]
∗A) (3.4)

The fact that the kernels are linearly separable matters because fewer
calculations are needed to get to the same end result. If the Sobel
operator is applied to an image of size M ∗N, with the default kernels
of size P ∗G, this means thatM ∗N ∗P ∗G additions and multiplications
are needed. However, using the vectors of the linearly separated kernels,
the number of additions and multiplications is brought down to M ∗
N ∗ (P+G).

The implementation of the linearly separated kernels, along with the
Sobel operator, uses two render passes. In the first render pass, the
image is convolved using the first set of vectors for the horizontal and
vertical direction. This render pass uses two color attachments to write
the output of the horizontal and vertical direction to two different
textures. The second render pass uses both textures as input to produce
one output texture. In this output texture, the last two vectors are used
to convolve both input textures to produce the final result.

Initially, this implementation did not produce the required result. The
problem was that the intermediate results between the first and second
pass were clamped to a number between zero and one. This is done by
the GPU because it normally only works with colors. Colors are defined
by four 8-bit numbers, all between zero and one, hence the clamping
between zero and one. Textures can be defined with different internal
formats to let the GPU know that it should not clamp the values. The
internal formats where clamping does not occur uses either 16-bit or
32-bit float numbers for each color channel. The problem with these
formats is that the GPU is optimized for 8-bit numbers. So by using
16-bit or 32-bit numbers, the performance decreases.

Another solution to the clamping problem, is to make sure the result
does not exceed a value of one. The vertical direction is the only one
with the possibility to exceed the value of one after the first pass, since
it can have a maximum value of four (1+ 2+ 1), whereas the horizontal
direction has a maximum of 1 (1+ 0+ 0). So the vertical direction is the
only one that needs to be altered. By dividing the vertical direction by
four in the first pass and multiply it again by four in the second pass, it
becomes possible to use 8-bit numbers. The number four is used since
this is the maximum value which a pixel in the vertical direction could
have. A bit of accuracy is lost between the division and multiplication,
but the end result is still acceptable.

The final test uses the standard Sobel operator, as well as the 8-bit,
16-bit, and 32-bit variant. The 8-bit variant will use the division and
multiplication by four to ensure clamping does not occur. The results
of the test can be seen in Table 1. They show a rather peculiar result. As
expected, the 16-bit and 32-bit implementation are much slower than
the default implementation. However, it seems that the Nvidia video
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AMD-ATI HD4870 Nvidia 9600M GT

Standard Sobel operator 1.0 1.0

8-bit textures 1.7 0.8

16-bit textures 2.2 1.3

32-bit textures 3.6 2.4

Table 1: Normalized FPS to indicate speed increase or decrease for the linearly
separated Sobel filter, compared to the default Sobel filter. The vertical
direction of the first pass of the 8-bit textures is divided by four and
multiplied again by four in the second pass to ensure clamping does
not occur.

card used in the Mac OS X system is better suited to handle these kind
of calculations, since it delivers a speed increase with 8-bit textures.
The results also show, that even though the number of calculations is
decreased using the linearly separated filters, the ATI video card has
a harder time executing the linearly separated filter than the default
implementation. The final implementation might use either the default
or the linearly separated filter, depending on the speed the platform
delivers.

3.5.6 Thresholding

Thresholding can be used with the Sobel filter to ensure that only edges
are returned. The lower the threshold, the more edges are returned.
However, a threshold that is too low can return noise and irrelevant
features of the image. An appropriate threshold would need to be
selected that minimizes noise and returns only relevant features of the
images. During the process of selecting an appropriate threshold, it
came to the attention that it might be better to not apply a threshold
at all. A test was run to see which setting would give a result that has
a smooth fitness landscape which is easily traversable by the selected
algorithms. Or in other words, the search space that is traversed by the
search algorithms should have an inverted bell shaped curve, or a well
curve, shown in Figure 19. Preferable, the well curve should be as large
as possible to give the search algorithm a large basin of attraction. Also,
it should contain as few local minima as possible to prevent search
algorithms from getting stuck in local minima. If local minima do exist,
they should allow a search algorithm to jump out of them with little
effort so that little time is wasted inside local minima.

The test used an image of a hand as input. This image was fed through
the Sobel operator, with and without a threshold. The 3D hand model
was fed through the Sobel operator as well, also with and without a
threshold. The model was turned around 360 degrees on its x axis, to
simulate a brute-force search algorithm trying to find the correct angle
of rotation for the hand model. After each degree turned, the Sobel
filtered 3D hand model was subtracted from the edge image of the
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hand. Then all values would be summed together to see what kind of
error the model would have.
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Figure 19: An example of an inverse bell curve, also know as a well curve.

The result of the test can be seen in Figure 20. In the case of the test,
88 degrees put the 3D model right on top of the hand in the image. So
this is also where the lowest error is recorded. As can be seen from the
figure, if both images are thresholded, the shape of the fitness landscape
is almost flat. If, however, both images are not thresholded, the result
is a much smoother area and much more like the well curve that is
sought after, along with the other properties described earlier.
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Figure 20: Total edge area after subtracting the 3D hand model image from the
camera image with and without thresholding.

The test showed that thresholding would not give the search algorithm
any advantage. By not applying thresholding, execution time would be
saved, since fewer calculations have to be made. Also, it would give the
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search algorithms a better search space that would allow it to converge
faster.

3.5.7 Implementation of the Sobel operator

Before the Sobel operator can be applied to the video frames, the frames
first need to be transferred to GPU memory. The frames are copied to
the GPU memory as textures so that the Sobel shader can use them
as input. Also, the bounding boxes that are received from the hand
tracker are supplied to the Sobel shader as uniform variables. This way
the Sobel shader knows which pixels to process so that the execution
time is decreased. As explained in Section 3.5.4, the shader can process
two images at once for optimal performance. In this case it is possible
to make great use of this, since both frames of each of the cameras
can be processed in the same pass. Section 3.5.6 showed that it is not
necessary to apply thresholding, so the Sobel shader makes no use of
thresholding and only outputs the edges without any post processing.

The Sobel shader makes no use of linearly separated filters because
the final test system will be test system 1, described in Appendix A.
This system is equipped with an HD4870 ATI video card. Section 3.5.5
showed that using linearly separated filters had an adverse effect on
the performance with that particular video card.

The code that asks the GPU to execute the Sobel shader is implemented
entirely in C. Since this code is executed many times during each frame
it has to be as fast as possible. Python can not be used for this since it
is several times slower than C. The shader that is used to detect edges
on the 3D model is exactly the same as the Sobel shader that is used to
detect edges on the video frames.

3.6 adjusting the 3d hand model using a multidimensional

search algorithm

Section 2.7 showed which algorithms would be used to determine the
correct pose and position of the hand. As a reminder, these are the
chosen algorithms:

• Secant method,

• Nelder-Mead method,

• Simulated Annealing.

The video frames of the hand tracker are fed through the Sobel filter
before the algorithms can perform their search. After this, a search
algorithm is called to find the best fit. Each time a search algorithm
wants to know the error of a particular location and pose, the 3D
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model is rendered and edged with that particular location and pose.
Afterwards, the edged 3D model is subtracted from the edged video
frame and finally the remaining pixels are summed together, to indicate
what the total error is. This total error is cached so that other calls with
the same DOFs are immediately returned from the cache.

After the search method has converged, it will return the best position
and pose it has found for the object. This pose and position is returned
to the interface described in the master thesis of Bruining [10].

The search algorithms do not start from scratch every frame, but instead
they use the last known position and pose. However, during the startup
phase of the system, no position or pose is known beforehand. To
know where the hand is in the frames, a global search would need to
be performed. However, this cannot be performed during the startup
phase since one of the requirements of the system is that it should
only require a brief calibration period. A global search would simply
take too long. Instead, the user is required to put his or her hand in
a position and pose that is known beforehand. From there, the search
algorithms can perform a brief calibration to match the hand in the
frames. This saves a considerable amount of startup time.

Before this can be done, however, several problems need to be solved.
Every search algorithm has their own practical problems that need to
be solved before it can give an adequate performance. The next sections
will describe the practical problems of each of the algorithm and will
try to solve them. In Chapter 4 each algorithm will be evaluated with
different settings, to see which setting performs best.

3.6.1 Secant method

The Secant method has undergone many small tests to see how the
method would perform in relatively simple search space with one and
two DOFs. It turned out that there were many small details that had to
be changed before the method would give a satisfactory result.

The first thing that had to be changed was to let the method search
through multiple dimensions. Since the method itself is actually meant
to only search through one dimension, it was defined that the method
would perform one dimensional steps through the multidimensional
space. So each step the method would change the search dimension to
the next dimension and do a one dimensional step in this dimension,
and so on and so forth.

Another problem was that the method tends to go to infinity very
quickly if the search space is very flat. The search space is flat unless
the object (partially) overlaps the object from the video frame. So if
the method would ever try to do a step to infinity, the step size would
be replaced by a predefined value. This value is variable and can be
changed to find the optimal configuration during the final tests.
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1 xn = start position

2 xn−1 = start position + start position offset

3 current search dimension = N - 1

4 dimension multiplier = vector of zeros with size N

5

6 for (i = 0; i < maximum steps; i++):

7 dimension multiplier[current search dimension] = 0

8 current search dimension = (current search dimension + 1) mod N

9 dimension multiplier[current search dimension] = 1

10

11 d = (xn - xn−1) / (f(xn) - f(xn−1)) * f(xn)

12

13 if any value of d is infinite:

14 d = replacy any infinite by the infinite replace value

15 else if any value of d is -infinite:

16 d = replacy any -infinite by the infinite replace value

17

18 # make sure the best 2 values are continued with in the next step

19 if f(xn−1) > f(xn) and f(xn−1) > f(xn − d):

20 if f(xn) > f(xn − d):

21 xn−1 = xn
22 xn = xn − d

23 else:

24 xn−1 = xn − d

25 else if f(xn) > f(xn−1) and f(xn) > f(xn − d):

26 if f(xn−1) > f(xn − d):

27 xn = xn − d

28 else:

29 xn = xn−1

30 xn−1 = xn − d

31 else if f(xn) == f(xn−1) and f(xn) > f(xn − d):

32 xn = xn − d

33 else:

34 # since xn − d is worser than xn and xn−1, the method would

35 # come to a halt if nothing is changed here

36 if f(xn) > f(xn−1):

37 if sum(xn * dimension multiplier) > sum(xn−1 * dimension

multiplier):

38 xn = xn−1 - (xn - xn−1)

39 else:

40 xn = xn−1 + (xn−1 - xn)

41 else:

42 if sum(xn * dimension multiplier) > sum(xn−1 * dimension

multiplier):

43 xn−1 = xn + (xn - xn−1)

44 else:

45 xn−1 = xn - (xn−1 - xn−1)

46

47 return the setting with the smallest error (either xn, xn−1, or

xn − d)

Listing 8: The Secant method in pseudo code. N represent the number of search
dimensions.
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Other problems that were encountered, was the way the method chooses
its next candidates to work with in the next step. How this is dealt with
can be seen in Listing 8. Several variables can be changed inside the
code. These are:

• Start position offset,

• maximum steps,

• the infinite replace value.

The variables will be tested in Chapter 4 to see which setting performs
best. However, the maximum steps will be set to a value that will
assure that the method uses roughly the same amount of search space
information as the other methods.

3.6.2 Nelder-Mead method

The Nelder-Mead method itself is exactly implemented as described
in Section 2.7.2. As explained in the same section, it seemed that the
Nelder-Mead method is stuck in local minima very quickly since it
does not allow any steps that are worse than the previous steps. This
was shown during preliminary tests. Graph 21 gives an idea of how
many small and large minima there are with only two DOFs. In this,
the X and Y rotation DOF.
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Figure 21: Results of the error measurements done while rotating the hand
model on its X and Y axis. At 88 degrees on its X axis and 0/360

degrees on its Y axis lies the best result with the lowest error.

Several additions are made to give the Nelder-Mead method a chance
to find the global optimum. The first being the size of the starting
simplex. By specifying a large starting simplex, it becomes possible
for the Nelder-Mead method to search through a larger area, while
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hopefully not becoming stuck in one of the local minima. The second
addition is that the method is started several times and not just once. It
is started once at the starting position and another two times for every
search dimension.

Starting point

Starting simplex

s

sm

Extra starting simplices

Extra starting simplices

Figure 22: A visual representation of all starting simplices for the Nelder-Mead
method, with a search space of two dimensions. Where S indicates
the size of the simplices and M indicates the amount of movement
along each dimension for each extra starting simplex. M is equal
across all dimensions.

Figure 22 displays an example how the Nelder-Mead method starts
for each search dimension. The variables that can be changed are the
size of the starting simplices (S) and the amount of movement (M) that
is done for the extra simplices around the starting position. Another
variable that is normally restricted to a certain maximum is the number
of steps the method may do. However, several tests showed that 10
steps were enough for the method to sufficiently converge to a point
where further steps were not necessary anymore since the simplex was
simply too small after 10 steps to make any visual difference. So the
maximum steps of the method is set to 10.

3.6.3 Simulated Annealing

The implementation of Simulated Annealing (SA) has more freedom
than the Nelder-Mead method. The Nelder-Mead method describes
exactly what steps need to be taken, whereas SA only describes what
should be done but not how. Listing 9 shows the pseudo code of SA
again, to see what needs to be filled in.

The initial configuration is set in line 1. As previously explained, the
starting position of all algorithms is the last known position. So for
each successive frame the last known position will be set in line 1. For
the first frame, the position is a position that is known beforehand. This
position is where the user puts his or her hand when it wants to use
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1 x = initial configuration

2

3 while p < maximum iterations:

4 i = random neighbor

5

6 if f(move(x, i)) is better than f(x):

7 x = move(x, i)

8 else accept new move with a certain probability:

9 x = move(x, i)

10

11 p = p + 1

Listing 9: The Simulated Annealing process in pseudo code.

the system. The position can also be used when the system loses track
of the hand.

Line 3 gives us the first variable of the algorithm. However, this variable
will be set to a fixed number. This fixed number is derived from the
number of iterations the Nelder-Mead method has to do. By doing this,
it becomes possible to give a good comparison between both methods
since both methods use roughly the same amount information of the
search space.

Lines 4, 6, 7, and 9 require a random neighbor and move function. The
implementation of this function is shown in Equation 3.5. Where ND is
a vector consisting of random values from a normal distribution and
radius is a variable to change how big the maximum steps are.

new position = current position+ radius ∗ND (3.5)

The final pseudo code of the implementation is shown in Listing 10. The
code shows the part where the best settings are always remembered.
This is important since SA is not guaranteed to follow the path with the
best settings. It is also the strongest point of SA, since this allows the
method to escape out of local minima. However, after the maximum
iterations are passed, it is not guaranteed to return with the best settings.
Exactly the reason why the best settings are remembered during the
entire process.

Another shortcoming of SA is that it is possible for SA to drift away
from the global minimum when the temperature is high. Since SA
accepts detrimental steps with a high probability during this phase
of the process. To make sure this does not happen, the number of
detrimental steps are remembered. If the number of detrimental steps
are greater than the maximum detrimental steps it is allowed to do, then
the current settings are replaced by the best settings it has found during
the entire process. Several tests were done to see what the optimal
number of maximum detrimental steps would be. After the maximum
of 10 detrimental steps no improvements were seen in the results, so
the maximum detrimental steps are set to 10.
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1 current DOF = start DOF

2 best DOF = start DOF

3

4 while temperature >= 0.0 and iterations < maximum iterations:

5 new DOF = current DOF + (radius * vector random values)

6

7 if f(current DOF) > f(new DOF):

8 # current DOF is better than the last

9 current DOF = new DOF

10 temperature = temperature - temperature step

11 detrimental steps = 0

12 else if random() > (1.0 - temperature):

13 # accept worser DOF with certain probability

14 current DOF = new DOF

15 detrimental steps = detrimental steps + 1

16

17 if f(best DOF) > f(current DOF):

18 # remember the best DOF

19 best DOF = new DOF

20

21 if detrimental steps > maximum detrimental steps:

22 # reset to the best DOF because too many detrimental steps were

taken

23 current DOF = best DOF

24 detrimental steps = 0

25

26 iterations = iterations + 1

27

28 return best DOF

Listing 10: The final implementation of Simulated Annealing in pseudo code.
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The variables that are present inside the pseudo code can be changed
to see what kind of settings give the best performance. These are:

• Radius: changes the size of the steps inside the search space.

• Temperature step: the bigger the temperature step size, the faster
the algorithm only accepts better settings. It is a number between
0 and 1. The method could get stuck in local minima if the tem-
perature step size is too large.

• Initial temperature: a high temperature allows the algorithm to
get out of local minima. A low temperature assures that it only
accepts settings that are better than the former.

The best settings for the variables are found during the tests discussed
in Chapter 4.

3.7 determining the error of the 3d hand model

As mentioned before in this thesis, the error of the model is determined
by subtracting the edges from the video frame from the edges of the 3D
model. A visual representation of how this works is shown in Figures
23a, 23b, 23c, and 23d.

(a) Real ball Sobel filtered (b) 3D ball Sobel filtered

(c) Real and 3D balls difference in
color

(d) Real and 3D balls subtracted

Figure 23: An example of how the subtraction process works. The Sobel opera-
tor is applied to both images A and B. Image C shows the difference
between images A and B in color. Red indicates where image B has
no edges, green indicates where image A has no edges and yellow in-
dicates where both images have edges. Image D shows what remains
after image B is subtracted from image A.
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All the pixels in the final texture, that can be seen in Figure 23d, are
summed together. This gives the algorithms a measure how good the fit
is when compared to other settings of the model. Also, the maximum
error can be determined by summing the pixels together of the original
Sobel filtered video frame. This maximum error can be used to see how
good a fit of a model is compared to other video frames with their best
fit.

The summation of all the pixels is done by using the reduction technique
described in Section 3.5.3. An extra pre-processing step is performed
before the actual summation. This is to reduce the number of wasted
calculations. Normally, during the summation process, each shader
thread sums up all the values for each pixel and returns the sum
of it. However, each pixel consists of four color channels while the
edge information needs only one channel since it consists of only one
number. So each time an addition is made, three color channels are
also added together which are not needed for the final result. The
pre-processing step makes use of this by applying a reduction step
but without performing the actual summation. Each thread of the post
processing shader puts the first color channel of four input pixels into
one pixel, each value in one color channel. This way the additions done
during the actual summation of the entire input texture does not waste
any calculations. This reduces the processing time by halve.

As stated before, the transfer from GPU textures to CPU memory is
quite expensive. All communication between the CPU and GPU, is
therefore, kept at a minimum. The only time the values from a texture
are read back to CPU memory is when the error from the fit of the
model is needed. By making good use of the GPU-CPU asynchronous
communication, it is possible to decrease the time that is needed to
read values from textures. The only way to use this asynchronicity is
by making use of a special buffer called “pixel buffer object” (PBO). A
PBO defines a block of memory which can be written to and read from
using direct memory access (DMA), without using any actual CPU
cycles. OpenGL can be asked to read from or write to a PBO and it will
decide for itself when this actually happens. Since both error values
reside in two different textures, the program can ask for the value from
the first texture and then ask for the value from the second texture.
After asking for the value, the GPU transfers the values to the PBOs.
Another operation is used to read the values from the first and then
the second PBO. This order of operations is important since it creates
time between asking for the value and actually reading the value. This
time can be used by the GPU to fulfill the request from the program by
scheduling the appropriate operations in optimal order. Using PBOs
decreased the time to read values from the textures by roughly 20%.
Unfortunately, OpenGL might seem cross-platform compatible, Linux
had trouble with reading from PBOs. On Mac OS X it was possible
to use two different PBOs, one PBO for every texture to read from.
However, this gives problems on Linux, or at least the driver that was
used. Using one PBO was possible, but when more were used, the other
PBOs would give results that did not make any sense. So in the end
Linux uses one PBO and Mac OS X two, decreasing the benefit of using
PBOs.
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Initially, the errors of both webcams were added together as the final
error measurement for the search algorithms, however, it turned out
that this does not always give the correct result. When the object is
closer to one webcam and further away from the other, the object
appears larger on one camera while being smaller on the other. For
the error measurement, this means that one webcam will give a higher
error since the object is bigger, even though the visual fit might be
very good but the 3D object just does not occlude enough of the actual
object. However, there are also instances where the search algorithm
might get stuck in a local minimum because of this problem where one
webcam might overrule the other. This can happen when the object in
the other camera is so small, that it becomes insignificant for the final
error. When this happens, the search algorithms are in essence fitting
the object only on one webcam while disregarding the other. The result
is that the object has a proper fit on one webcam, while the other might
not even be close. Several different formulas were defined to try and
solve this problem. The following formulas are tested:

1. A+B,
this function is tested to serve as a baseline for the other functions;

2. max(A,B),
the max function is used to only use the error of the worst camera,
so that even though the fit is very good on another camera, this
will be disregarded until the fit is better on the other camera;

3. (A+B)2,
this creates a search space which has steeper hills and valleys;

4. A2 +B2,
a function that lies between the sum and first and third function;

5.

A ∗ 1.5+B, if A < B

A+B ∗ 1.5, else
,

this function tries to give the camera with a bad fit a penalty so
that the other camera becomes more important;

6. A
maximum error + B

maximum error ,
instead of using the error value itself, a value is calculated that
describes how bad the fit is when compared to the maximum
error, hereby creating two values that can be compared to each
other regardless of the size of the object in each frame.

Where A and B are the errors from each camera. Tests in Chapter 4 will
show which of the functions increases the performance of the search
algorithm.
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3.8 summary: final implementation overview

Figure 24 shows the entire HPE system and its internal processes. The
ARToolkit matrices describe how both cameras are oriented and what
their position is, in relation to the tag. These matrices are determined
once when the system is first started. Since the camera locations and
orientations do not change, it is not necessary to perform the detection
sequence every frame. The search algorithm performs as many loops as
its settings allows it to do. Once the search algorithm is done, it returns
the best position it has found during its iterations. This is given to the
user interface which sets the correct DOFs for the complete model. The
Sobel shader is displayed twice in the figure, but the object location is
only given once as input. Both Sobel shaders know the object location
but the lines have been left out to decrease the complexity of the figure.
The post processing step that is done before the actual summation
shader is also left out for the same reason.

Hand
Tracker

Hand
Tracker

Object location

Object location

Video frame 2Video frame 2

Sobel shader

Video frame 1Video frame 1

Search
algorithm

Previous settings model(adjusted)
settings model

Render model
to texture

Render model
to texture

Sobel shader

Rendered models

Subtract
shaderEdged models

Summation
shader with

reduction technique

Error function

Errors

Final error

New settings modelNew settings model

ARToolkit
camera matrices

ARToolkit
camera matrices

Edged video framesEdged video frames

Figure 24: Implementation overview. Blue represents input and red represents
output of the HPE algorithm.

Now the entire system is known, every algorithm is implemented and
most of the implementation problems have been solved, it is time to
test the system and see how it performs. The results of all tests are
described in the next chapter.
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E VA L U AT I O N

This chapter will describe several tests that have been done to see if
the algorithms are really able to track the objects. Each algorithm has a
range of different variables that will be tested to find the best settings.

The first tests are not done with the hand model, but instead a ball
and an oblong is used. This is done to see whether the algorithms are
be able to track such relatively simple objects. During this phase, the
different error functions are also tested to see which function performs
best.

Each test uses recordings of a number of frames. During each test, the
recording is fed to the algorithms so that each algorithm receives the
same input. This allows a proper comparison between the algorithms.

4.1 test with a ball

The first test is done with a small ball which can be seen in Figure 25.
During this phase the algorithms are tested to see if they can properly
estimate the X, Y, and Z DOFs.

Five different recordings are made. Each test moves the ball in a partic-
ular way:

1. The ball is moved upwards. A total of 22 frames are recorded over
1.9 seconds.

2. The ball is moved downwards with 19 recorded frames over 1.6
seconds.

3. The ball is moved from back to front to back again. 44 frames are
recorded over 3.7 seconds.

4. The ball is moved from side to side and back again. 49 frames are
recorded over 4.1 seconds.

5. During this last test the ball is moved randomly up and down,
and side to side for 3.8 seconds with a total 40 recorded frames.

The 15 FPS is not achieved as can be seen from the duration of the
tests and the total number of frames. Instead, an average of 12 FPS was
maintained. Even though 15 FPS would be preferable, test system 1
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Figure 25: One of the frames of the test recordings with the ball. The tag that is
shown is used to estimate the position and orientation of the camera.
The recording is done inside a cube that has lines a centimeter apart
so that both frames of the cameras can be visually compared to each
other. This might be needed to see if both frames are taken at the
exact same moment.

(see Appendix A for the specifications of the test systems) is not able to
achieve this, as can be seen from the test results in Figure 15 in Section
3.4.

During normal operation of the system, the algorithms know the start-
ing position along with other DOFs of the object. Therefore, the best
DOFs of the object in the first frames of every test set is found to
simulate this initial knowledge. The algorithms are responsible for
determining the best DOFs for each successive frame. After each frame,
the error is determined of the final DOFs that are returned by the
algorithms. This is divided by the maximum error of that frame to get
a number between 0 and 1, indicating how good or bad the fit is. A low
number indicates a good fit, a high number a bad fit. The error rates
for all frames are summed together and divided by the total number of
frames to get an average error rate for the total test set. From this, the
best, or lowest, number is retrieved to find the best settings, along with
the corresponding error function.

The number of iterations or steps each method can do is limited to
make sure that they use a comparable amount of information about
the fitness landscape. It was decided that each method is allowed to
do roughly 200 different error measurements for this first test. For the
Nelder-Mead method this means that it can do a maximum of 10 steps
for each starting point. The Secant method is allowed to do 45 steps
and Simulated Annealing can be set to a maximum of 200 iterations
before the method stops.
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The results for the Secant method, the Nelder-Mead method, and
the Simulated Annealing method can be seen in Tables 2, 3, and 4

respectively. Each set of results shows a red and green value, indicating
the worst and best value of that method.

Function Infinite replace Start position Average

value offset over all sets

A+B 4 6 0.45

max(A,B) 7 6 0.40

(A+B)2 9 5 0.45

A2 +B2 4 3 0.45A ∗ 1.5+B, if A < B

A+B ∗ 1.5, else
10 4 0.42

A
errormax

+ B
errormax

9 6 0.47

Table 2: The results of the Secant method test.

Function Simplex size M Average

over all sets

A+B 25 25 0.46

max(A,B) 29 28 0.46

(A+B)2 25 25 0.46

A2 +B2 26 23 0.45A ∗ 1.5+B, if A < B

A+B ∗ 1.5, else
26 29 0.49

A
errormax

+ B
errormax

28 25 0.47

Table 3: Final results of the Nelder-Mead simplex method. For a description
about the parameters, see Figure 22.

Somewhat unexpectedly, the Secant method actually performs better
than the Nelder-Mead method. However, both methods are not able
to come close to the performance of Simulated Annealing. Simulated
Annealing has the ability to climb out of a local minimum and, is
therefore, able to find a better position for the ball in this test. The
Secant and Nelder-Mead method both have the problem that they get
stuck in local minima, which would explain the difference in the results.

Simulated Annealing always performs best when the temperature in-
crease for each iteration is set to 0. One of the most plausible reasons for
this is that it allows the method to use all 200 iterations, while higher
values decrease the amount of iterations it can do.
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Function Initial Radius Average

temperature over all sets

A+B 0.00 5 0.30

max(A,B) 0.04 3 0.31

(A+B)2 0.01 3 0.30

A2 +B2 0.07 3 0.29A ∗ 1.5+B, if A < B

A+B ∗ 1.5, else
0.08 3 0.30

A
errormax

+ B
errormax

0.06 2 0.30

Table 4: The results of the Simulated Annealing method. The increase of the
temperature for each iteration always gave the best result when the
increase was set to 0 so this column is not shown here since the value
is the same in each row.

Figure 26 shows the difference in performance between each method for
test set 4. It must be noted that an error rate of 0.4 does not necessarily
mean that the fit is bad. The model that is used to subtract from the
real model is a close approximation but not a perfect match, hence the
error rates never drop to zero. Also, the distance between the cameras
and the ball matters as well. A higher error rate can be seen where the
distance between one camera differs from the other. When the distance
between the ball and both cameras is roughly the same, the error rate
also decreases, as can be seen between frame 9 through 13.
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Figure 26: The results with the best settings of each method of the fourth test
set where an error rate of 0 indicates a perfect match.

4.2 test with an oblong

Now that all methods are shown to be able to estimate the X, Y, and Z
DOFs, it is possible to continue to a slightly more complicated object.
The oblong has six DOFs: X, Y, Z, roll, yaw, and pitch. The maximum
number of error measurements for the methods is increased since six
DOFs increases the difficulty for the methods to find the correct DOFs.
For the Secant method, this means that it can now do a maximum of
135 steps. The Nelder-Mead method is still set to 10 maximum steps
since the number of DOFs also increases the number of starting points
to seven. The maximum iterations the Simulated Annealing can do
is set to 540. The number of error measurements is roughly the same
for each method when these settings are used. The maximum steps
or iterations is the only change that is made to the parameters of all
methods.

An example of a frame of one of the recordings can be seen in Figure 27.
Again, several different recordings are made with different movements
in each recording. These are:

1. The oblong is moved from back to front and upwards, while
rotating the body around its X axis. 20 frames are recorded with
a total time length of 2.6 seconds.

2. The object is moved from side to side and at the same time it
is rotated around its Z axis. The total recording consists of 124

frames over 9.2 seconds.

3. The last recording moves the oblong around from back to front
and from side to side, while rotating it around the Y axis. The
recording has 75 frames, good for 6.5 seconds.
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Figure 27: An example of one of the frames of the oblong test.

Due to time constraints it was not possible to test all functions, so only
the baseline function (A+ B) and the best functions for each method
are tested. The results of these tests are shown in Tables 5, 6, and 7.

Function Infinite replace Start position Total average

value offset over all sets

A+B 3 9 0.80

max(A,B) 3 5 0.81

Table 5: The results of the Secant method test.

Function Simplex size M Total average

over all sets

A+B 27 29 0.78

A2 +B2 20 29 0.78

Table 6: Final results of the Nelder-Mead simplex method. For a description
about the parameters, see Figure 22.

As can be seen from the results, the error is quite high when compared
to the results from the test of the ball. This is mainly due to two reasons.
The first being that the model does not exactly fit the actual object so a
perfect fit is never found. The edges of the 3D object are much sharper
than the actual oblong in the video frame. An effort was made to create
corners that were round, like the actual object. This did have some
impact however there was a second problem. The matrix returned from
ARToolkit did not give a proper estimation of the camera pose and
location. The object matched relatively well when the object was close
to the tag, however, when the object was moved away from the tag,
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Function Initial Radius Total average

temperature over all sets

A+B 0.01 3 0.69

A2 +B2 0.01 2 0.69

Table 7: The results of the Simulated Annealing method.

the height became less than the actual object. Multiple tags might have
solved this problem by averaging the matrices for each tag returned by
ARToolkit but this was not tested.

This test case also shows that the search algorithms are capable of
tracking an object, even though the 3D object does not completely
match the real object. This is important since the 3D hand is also an
approximation of the real hand but never a perfect match.

Again, the Simulated Annealing method showed that it is was supe-
rior to the Nelder-Mead and Secant methods so for the final test, the
Simulated Annealing method will be used.

4.3 test using a real hand

The final test is done with a normal hand. The model of the hand is
first manually calibrated to roughly match the real hand. The model of
the hand is limited in its joint movement and the DOFs are decreased
to a total of 15 DOFs as described in Section 2.3. That is, three DOFs
for the X, Y, and Z coordinates, another three DOFs for the yaw, pitch,
and roll DOFs. The final 9 DOFs describe the angles for all joints of the
hand. The weak constraints are not applied to the model.

(a) Example of a frame of one of the
recording sets.

(b) The same frame after the Sobel filter
has been applied to it. Also, the pixels
that are not classified as hand pixels
are black.

Figure 28: An example of one of the frames of the recording sets with its Sobel
filtered version.

Recordings are made of the hand. One of the frames of the recordings is
shown in Figure 28a. Figure 28b shows the Sobel filtered version of this
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frame. Again, as the previous tests, each recorded set has a particular
movement of the hand:

1. The hand is moved upwards without any finger movement. 65

frames are recorded over 4.9 seconds.

2. The hand is moved upwards and rolled 180 degrees and again
rolled back 180 degrees with minimal joint movement. Total of 68

frames are recorded over 5.4 seconds.

3. The index finger is moved completely down and up after the
hand is moved upwards during 3.7 seconds with a total of 34

frames recorded.

4. A fist is created after the hand is moved upwards from its starting
position. The recording lasts for 3.1 seconds with 34 frames.

5. Same as the previous recording but this time the hand is rolled
180 degrees. 38 frames are recorded over 3 seconds.

This test will only use Simulated Annealing since it performed better
than Nelder-Mead and the Secant method during the previous tests.
The error function A2 + B2 will be used since it performed slightly
better than A+B. Also, the following settings will be used: 0.01 for the
initial temperature and 2 for the radius. The maximum iterations will
be set at 1000 iterations.

(a) Left camera (b) Right camera

Figure 29: One of the poses that is returned by Simulated Annealing as the
“best” pose (shown in translucent green).
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(b) Results test 2
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(c) Results test 3
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(d) Results test 4
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(e) Results test 5

Figure 30: The final results for each recording.

The results of the tests are shown in Figures 30a, 30b, 30c, 30d, and
30e. As the results show, the algorithm never loses track of the hand.
However, even though the average error value is lower than during
the tests with the oblong, the visual match is unfortunately far from
correct. An example of this problem is shown in Figures 29a and 29b.
Increasing the maximum iterations to 10000 did not solve this problem
so it is assumed that the search algorithm is not able to improve the
result, even with more iterations. However, the result does not indicate
the best visual match.

As a final remark, the number of iterations that can be done per 1/15th
of a second is roughly 35 on test system 1. This is far from enough for
a real-time pose estimation. Faster hardware would of course increase
this, however, the implementation itself also leaves much room for
improvement, since the current GPU is only used for roughly 40%.
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4.4 summary

All search algorithms are capable of following a simple object like a
ball. However, the Secant and Nelder-Mead method have difficulty to
recover when the object is lost. Simulated Annealing performs better
in this respect. Following an object like an oblong poses an additional
problem for all algorithms. Three extra DOFs increase the necessary
iterations, that are needed to sufficiently track the object, to 540 from
200. Simulated Annealing was used to perform the final test with the
hand since Simulated Annealing performed better than the Nelder-
Mead and Secant method. It showed that it could perform tracking
reasonably well, however it is not very accurate.
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C O N C L U S I O N

At the beginning of this thesis several goals were set that the research
will try to reach. The main goal was to provide a real-time hand pose
estimation algorithm with reasonable accuracy that can be used in
an AR environment. This would have to be done without resorting
to gloves and other marking systems on the hand itself and it would
have to be build from COTS hardware. A second goal was to provide
automatic calibration so that the user would be able to get to work right
away.

The real-time aspect of the goal has not been met. Even though the
GPU proved to be relatively fast, it is quite difficult to use the full
potential. Many improvements can be made in this area so that real-
time estimation becomes possible. Unfortunately, it was not possible
to implement these due to time constraints. The algorithm was able
to follow the hand, however it estimated the angles of the fingers
incorrectly. The hand tracker did not always give the correct result,
although this does not completely explain the estimation problem. In
several frames, the hand is not completely detected so that parts of
the hand is missing. Also, the edges are not always shown because the
pixels were not correctly labeled as hand pixels. The GUI of the ARMI
project only uses three different poses. These poses are a pointing pose,
a pinch pose where the index finger and the thumb are touch each other,
and a pinch release pose. It might be possible that the algorithm is able
to sufficiently estimate these poses when the DOFs are decreased so
that only these three poses are matched. However, this was not tested
due to insufficient time.

The system is entirely build out of COTS hardware. Even though the
hardware used is relatively cheap, better (possibly more expensive)
hardware should provide the algorithm with better input and more
processing power. Especially the cameras are important since they
supply the algorithm with the only input of the hand.

Unfortunately, automatic calibration could not be implemented due to
time constraints. However, if the pose estimation is done accurately, it
should also be possible to estimate the size of the hand correctly.

The system shows promise but much has to be improved first if it
would be used in an AR environment where all fingers are needed for
input. Even though the original idea was to support interactions with
an architect and his or her customer, the system can be used for many
other goals. Improved teleconferencing, easily access virtual 3D data
and talk about it with multiple users. Virtual training surgery when the
accuracy is sufficiently improved with the option to record and replay
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the surgery to find possible mistakes. A virtual security system where
camera input is augmented onto a 3D model of a building. Allowing
the user to easily zoom in and move around the building.
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F U T U R E W O R K

There are many parts of the system that can be improved but due
to time constrains not all of them could be implemented. Some of
them are related to increasing the performance of the error measure-
ments, others are related to improving the search algorithm. Aside
from improvements, the scientific world also makes progress in the
field of augmented reality. The achievements that could have impact on
a future implementation of the system are mentioned here.

6.1 improvements to the error measurements

There are several improvements possible to make the system work faster,
possibly ending up with a system that can reach real-time performance.
One of the first and probably one of the biggest improvements is the
conversion from Python code to C code. All search algorithms are
implemented completely in Python which is considerably slower than
C. Due to time constraints it was not possible to implement everything
in C code, however C code should be several times faster than Python
code.

Another option would be to completely implement the search algorithm
inside the GPU. The only communication between the CPU and GPU
would be the activation of the FBO and shaders to execute the necessary
calculations. A fixed number of iterations could be set beforehand, after
which the system assumes that the search algorithm has found a good
fit and passes it on to the interface to draw the model. The GPU
implementation would roughly do the following steps:

1. The Sobel filter is applied to the video frame.

2. A Simulated Annealing pixel shader is run once. Or, in other
words, an output buffer of one pixel is used to run the shader.
It receives all the DOFs via multiple textures, one for every four
DOFs. Each pixel can contain four different values, hence four
DOFs for every texture. Due to the limitation of the pixel shader,
it can only write to one pixel. With multiple color attachment
buffers it becomes possible to write to multiple output textures. So
every output texture also contains four different DOFs. Another
extra color attachment is needed to store the detrimental steps
and the current temperature.

3. A vertex shader is now executed which receives the DOFs from
the Simulated Annealing pixel shader. It uses these DOFs to adjust
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the model accordingly. To do this, each part of the model that has
to be able to translate or rotate has a specific number. This specific
number is specified as a color value. Each number corresponds to
a DOF. The vertex is adjusted according to this DOF. This is done
for the entire model. The pixel shader of the same render pass
makes sure the entire model is rendered to a texture. This process
is executed once for every camera. Every camera uses its own
projection matrix so that the view from the real camera matches
the view from the rendered model.

4. The Sobel filter is applied to both rendered models. After calcu-
lating the edges, the Sobel filter also subtracts the edges from the
Sobel filtered video frame.

5. The total error from each of the subtracted images is summed to-
gether. The output of this step is given to the Simulated Annealing
pixel shader.

Step 2 through 5 are repeated until the fixed number of iterations are
performed. The DOFs will not even have to be read back to the CPU
memory. The shader that is used to properly draw the model (step 3)
can be used to draw the model for the interface as well. The only data
that has to be uploaded to the GPU is the video frame, the bounding
box of the object, and the vertex data for the model. Eliminating the
need for the CPU to read the results back every iteration should increase
performance substantially.

There are also a number of smaller improvements possible which were
not implemented due to time constraints:

• Change the last step of the summation process so that the output
is not written to two different textures but to one texture. This
saves one extra read from the GPU memory.

• Most vertex data can be converted to vertex buffer objects (VBO).
This could prove to be faster than the current implementation
which uses display lists to contain all of its vertex data.

• Use a scatter operation for the Sobel and subtraction shaders. Or,
in other words, use a vertex or geometry shader to change the
polygons that determine which parts of the textures need to be
processed. The polygons can be changed to fit the bounding box
that are returned from the hand tracker. This is now done inside
the pixel shader which is a relatively expensive operation since
each pixel needs to check whether it is inside the bounding box.
The vertex shader only needs to check this four times, one time
for each corner of the bounding box.

• The Sobel shader that processes the model can be changed to
immediately subtract the Sobel filtered video frame. This saves
one extra shader and also reduces communication between the
GPU and CPU.
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• The shaders have not undergone much performance enhance-
ments. It should be possible to decrease the number of operations
by looking at the number of assembly instructions.

• The summation shader could calculate the sum of 16 pixels in-
stead of four. This decreases the amount of communication be-
tween the GPU and CPU since only halve of the steps are needed
to get to the end result.

• Make more use of 8 bit textures. Currently, the subtraction and
summation shaders all make use of 32 bit floating point textures
to maintain sufficient accuracy. However, this accuracy might not
be needed in certain areas of the system. This could considerably
increase performance of the pixel shaders since it is already shown
that 32 bit textures are roughly two or three times slower than 8

bit textures (see Table 1).

6.2 improvements to the search algorithms

The input for the search algorithm has much room for improvement.
This in turn will give the search algorithm a chance to find a better
fit or it might even converge faster. One of the most basic things that
can be changed are the cameras that are used to capture the object.
The webcams are cheap but they suffer from several problems. As
mentioned earlier in this thesis, it is impossible to tell whether the
frames are taken at the same moment. Another problem the webcams
suffer from is that they have trouble capturing a moving object. The
faster the object moves, the more stretched the object seems to be in the
video frame. This has to do with the speed the webcam takes a single
frame. If it were to capture the entire image in one single moment, then
this problem would not happen. The cameras that can be synchronized
with other cameras are usually able to capture a frame in one single
moment. They are almost definitely more expensive than the webcams
that are used at the moment, but they should give the system a lot
better input data to work with.

Another form of input is the error which ultimately describes the fitness
landscape. The function that combines both errors from both cameras
are relatively simple. Better functions might exist that could better
describe the fit so that the visual and actual error is more aligned with
each other.

The hand model itself could be improved with color information. Also,
a better approximation of the hand in the video feed should lead to a
far better fit.

The search algorithm itself could be improved by adjusting the way
the DOFs are adjusted every iteration. The current implementation
adjusts the DOFs equally, where for instance the X position has the
same amount of movement as the angle of a finger in one iteration.
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More research should find the best way the DOFs are adjusted every
iteration.

6.3 new research in augmented reality

Using the ARToolkit system to detect the tags displayed some problems
that could arise when a user uses the system. One of the biggest
problems was that the tag system that is used by ARToolkit has a
serious flaw when it tries to detect a tag. Only a tiny area of the tag
has to be occluded by some object, resulting in ARToolkit unable to
detect the tag. This can be solved by using multiple tags, hoping that no
situation occurs where all tags are occluded. However, other techniques
like ARTag [2] are much more robust. A great part of the tag can be
occluded and the system is still able to detect the tag. Apart from that,
ARTag also uses a different tag system that encodes numbers in the tags
with the use of white and black blocks inside the tag. This is especially
useful when multiple tags are used. ARToolkit searches for a specific
pattern. Each pattern requires a specific amount of processing power or
processing time. So the more tags are used, the more time it takes for
ARToolkit to detect all tags. Unlike ARToolkit, ARTag simply detects a
tag that matches the general outline of a tag, after which it decodes the
tag itself. Whether it searches for one or 15 tags makes no difference to
ARTag [2].

However, if it were possible not using any tags at all, this would give
the system a much greater robustness. Also, the user is able to use the
system with one less item. Research done by Klein and Murray is able
to achieve this [3]. Even though research is ongoing, it shows good
promise replacing tag detection systems.

The research done by Lingley and Parviz is aimed at creating contact
lenses for augmented reality [30]. Even though this research will proba-
bly not give any immediate practical results, it shows amazing promise
in the field of augmented reality. They would be solar powered and
see-through, unlike most augmented reality glasses at the moment. So
no bulky glasses are needed anymore, but two contact lenses suffice.
There would still be a need for a camera to make sure the augmented
reality is aligned with reality, however, these are becoming smaller and
smaller as well.
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A
S P E C I F I C AT I O N S T E S T S Y S T E M S

System 1 System 2

System Custom build MacBook Pro

Operating system Linux Ubuntu 9.04 Mac OS X 10.5.8

Kernel version 2.6.18 9.8.0

CPU AMD Phenom II X4 940 Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 Ghz P8600

CPU cores 4 2

GPU AMD-ATI HD4870 512 MB nVidia GeForce 9600M GT 256MB

nVidia GeForce 9400M 256MB (onboard)

Motherboard Asus M4A78 PRO -

Hard drive Samsung HD103SJ Hitachi HTS723225L9SA62

Memory 2x 1GB, 2x 2GB DDR2 800 MHz 2x 2GB DDR3 1067 MHz

Table 8: Specifcation test systems.
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